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Current Affairs Quiz January 2017 – Upcoming and SBI PO Exams 1). Who has been appointed as the Major General of Kyrgyzstan? a) Shaikh Rafik Mohammed b) Ali Mirza c) Abdul Aalee d) Muhammad Ali e) None of these Answer: a) Explanation: An Indian-origin Saudi-based entrepreneur, Shaikh Rafik Mohammed, has been appointed Major General of Kyrgyzstan, by the Government of the Country. He was invited for the prestigious military position in view of his earlier contribution to the country. 2). Who has been appointed as the 25th Chief Justice of Pakistan? a) Anwar Zaheer Jamali b) Jawwad S. Khawaja c) Mian Saqib Nisar d) Nasir-ul-Mulk e) None of these Answer: c) Explanation: Justice Mian Saqib Nisar has been appointed as the as 25th Chief Justice of Pakistan. 3). State Bank of India (SBI) has cut benchmark interest rate across various maturities by _______ Percentage effective from 1st January 2017 a) 0.6 b) 0.8 c) 1.0 d) 0.9 e) 0.7 Answer: d) Explanation: Country’s largest lender State Bank of India (SBI) has cut benchmark interest rate across various maturities by 0.9%, effective from 1st January 2017, a move that is expected to be shortly followed by other banks also.The bank has reduced marginal cost of funds based lending rate (MCLR) by 0.9% 4). Which state launched the India’s first laser technology-based advanced AVMS RTO check-post a) Maharashtra b) Andhra Pradesh c) Gujarat d) Bihar e) Madhya Pradesh Answer: c) Explanation: Gujarat chief minister Vijay Rupani launched India’s first laser technology-based advanced
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AVMS RTO check-post and also laid foundation stones of various developmental works worth Rs 30 crore at Shamlaji of Aravalli district in Gujarat. 5). Which bank has launched an agricultural investment credit for the farmers of Rajasthan. a) NABARD b) United Bank of India c) Oriental Bank of Commerce d) Bank of Baroda e) RBI Answer: d) Explanation: State-run Bank of Baroda has launched an agricultural investment credit for the farmers of Rajasthan. 6). Which state has launched School Management Information System (SMIS) to provide a complete database of all the government schools spread across the state. a) Sikkim b) Chhattisgarh c) Rajasthan d) Jammu and Kashmir e) None of these Answer: d) Explanation: Chief Minister of Jammu and Kashmir, Mehbooba Mufti launched School Management Information System (SMIS), to provide a complete database ofall the government schools spread across the state. 7). The daily limit of ATM increased from Rs 2000 to _______ per day on 1 January 2017 a) Rs. 10,000 b) Rs. 5,000 c) Rs. 4,500 d) Rs. 3,500 e) Rs. 2,500 Answer: c) Explanation: The daily limit of ATM withdrawal of banknotes on 1 January 2017 went up to Rs. 4500 daily from the existing Rs 2500. 8). Who has taken charge as the new Chief of Army Staff? a) Dalbir Singh Suhag b) Bikram Singh c) Vijay Kumar Singh d) Bipin Rawat e) None of these
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Answer: d) Explanation: General Bipin Rawat on 31 December 2016 has taken charge as the new Chief of Army Staff. 9). The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has extended the period of enhanced Prepaid Payment Instruments (PPI) limit of ___________ a) Rs 10,000 b) Rs 50,000 c) Rs 30,000 d) Rs 20,000 e) Rs 45,000 Answer: d) Explanation: The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has extended the period of enhanced Prepaid Payment Instruments (PPI) limit of Rs 20,000 as part of efforts to promote digital payments. 10). The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) has extended the last date for availing the Direct Tax Dispute Resolution Scheme to ____________ a) March 31, 2017 b) December 31, 2016 c) January 31, 2017 d) April 01, 2017 e) March 01, 2017 Answer: c) Explanation: The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) has extended the last date for availing the Direct Tax Dispute Resolution Scheme to January 31, 2017 from the earlier deadline of December 31, 2016. 11). India and which country has signed a Third Protocol to amend DTAA (Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement) recently a) Singapore b) USA c) China d) Thailand e) Malaysia Answer: a) Explanation: India and Singapore have signed a Third Protocol to amend DTAA (Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement) for the avoidance of double taxation and prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes on income. 12). Who has taken oath as the Lieutenant Governor of Delhi? a) Farooq Khan b) Kiran Bedi c) Mridula Sinha d) Anil Baijal e) None of these Answer: d) Explanation: Anil Baijal took oath as new Lieutenant Governor of Delhi on 31 December 2016. His oath of the office and secrecy was administered by President Pranab Mukherjee in a ceremony held at Raj Niwas. www.ibpsguide.com
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13). Who has taken charge as the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (AIADMK) general secretary? a) V K Sasikala b) O Panneerselvam c) Deepa d) K. Palanisamy e) None of these Answer: a) Explanation: In Tamil Nadu, V K Sasikala has taken charge as the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (AIADMK) general secretary. 14). Which state is hosting a Digi-Dhan Mela in Raipur? a) Rajasthan b) Chhattisgarh c) Haryana d) Madhya Pradesh e) Karnataka Answer: b) Explanation: Chhattisgarh is hosting a Digi-Dhan Mela today in Raipur. It is the first in a series of such fairs to be organised in the next fortnight to promote digital modes of payment. 15). India’s largest LNG importer Petronet has signed a MoU with Petrobangla to set up $950 million liquefied natural gas import project of 7.5 million tons a year in which country? a) Nepal b) Bangladesh c) Bhutan d) Sri Lanka e) None of these Answer: b) Explanation: India’s largest LNG importer Petronet has signed a MoU with Petrobangla to set up $950 million liquefied natural gas import project of 7.5 million tons a year in Bangladesh. 16). PM Modi has announced to increase the number of houses to be built under the Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana in rural areas by what percentage? a) 30% b) 33% c) 36% d) 39% e) 42% Answer: b) Explanation: 33 % more homes will be built for the poor under Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana in rural areas. 17). India's first transgender school, Sahaj International, was inaugurated in in which state? a) Kerala b) Tamil Nadu c) Andhra Pradesh www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL d) Karnataka e) Telangana Answer: a) Explanation: India's first transgender school, Sahaj International, was inaugurated in Kochi (Kerala). 18). Which state government planning to develop 1,100 ‘climate-smart’ villages? a) Andhra Pradesh b) Arunachal Pradesh c) Himachal Pradesh d) Madhya Pradesh e) Uttar Pradesh Answer: d) Explanation: Madhya Pradesh has plan to develop 1,100 ‘climate-smart’ villages n a period of next 6 years to prepare farmers to manage the climate change risks timely and ensure good productivity said by state Farmer Welfare & Agriculture Development Department Principal Secretary Dr Rajesh Rajora. 19). Which state becomes the India’s first fully organic state in 2016? a) Sikkim b) Punjab c) Meghalaya d) Mizoram e) West Bengal Answer: a) Explanation: Sikkim as it became India's first fully organic state besides being adjudged the cleanest state, overall best in education and tourist destination while the famed Kanchenjunga National Park was inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage List. 20). Who wins wins Mubadala Tennis Championships 2016 in Abu Dhabi? a) Rodger Federer b) Rafel Nadal c) Novak Djokovic d) Andy Murray e) Stan Wawrinkka Answer: b) Explanation: Spanish tennis veteran Rafael Nadal defeated Belgian David Goffin 6-4, 7-6 to win the Mubadala World Tennis Championships. 21). Arogya Raksha Scheme is to provide the medical treatment is launched by which state government? a) Tamil Nadu b) Karnataka c) Meghalaya d) Andhra Pradesh e) Maharashtra Answer: d) Explanation: Chandrababu Naidu the chief minister of Andhra Pradesh launches NTR arogyaRaksha Scheme yesterday. NTR ArogyaRaksha Scheme is to provide www.ibpsguide.com
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the medical treatment to the people of the Above Poverty Line at Rs. 1200 premium per annum. 22). Prime Minister NarendraModi inaugurated the 104th Indian Science Congress in a) Vijayawada b) Warangal c) Tirupati d) Vishakhapatnam e) Rajamandry Answer: c) Explanation: Prime Minister NarendraModi inaugurated the 104th Indian Science Congress at Tarakarama Stadium of Sri Venkateswara University in Tirupati in Andhra Pradesh. 23). The 14th Pravasi Bhartiya Diwas Convention is hosted by which city? a) Bangalore b) Mumbai c) Kochi d) Varanasi e) New Delhi Answer: a) Explanation: The 14th Pravasi BhartiyaDiwas Convention will open on 7th of this month in Bengaluru. Briefing media in New Delhi, Secretary Overseas Indian Affairs Dhyaneshwar Mulay said Prime Minister NarendraModi will inaugurate the event on 8th of this month. 24). The GST Council meeting headed by the Finance Minister ArunJaitley is underway in a) Kolkata b) Ahmadabad c) Surat d) Tiruvanthapuram e) New Delhi Answer: e) Explanation: The GST Council meeting headed by the Finance Minister ArunJaitley is underway in New Delhi. The key issues related to Integrated GST and dual control will be discussed during the day long meeting. 25). India has ranked ________ among the countries offering the highest average annual salary to expatriates, according to HSBC Holdings data. a) First b) Second c) Third d) Fourth e) Fifth Answer: c) Explanation: India has ranked third among the countries offering the highest average annual salary to expatriates, according to HSBC Holdings data. Notably, Switzerland offers an average salary of $188,275 a www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL year to expats, the highest in the world and almost twice the global average. 26). Who has been appointed today as the Chairman of the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC)? a) David R Syiemlieh b) Minthoon Sastry c) Vijayan Acharya d) Milind Sharma e) None of these Answer: a) Explanation: David R Syiemlieh has been appointed today as the Chairman of the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC). He will take over from AlkaSirohi, a former IAS officer of the Madhya Pradesh cadre. 27). Who has been appointed as the Vice Chief of the Air Staff (VCAS) at the Air Headquarters (Vayu Bhawan) on January 2, 2017? a) Arup Raha b) Anil Kumar Browne c) Pradeep Vasant Naik d) SB Deo e) None of these Answer: d) Explanation: Air Marshal SB Deo taking over as Vice Chief of the Air Staff (VCAS) at the Air Headquarters (Vayu Bhawan) on January 2, 2017. 28). Who has been removed as the President of Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) by the Supreme Court order? a) Shashank Manohar b) Ajay Shirke c) N. Srinivasan d) Anurag Thakur e) None of these Answer: d) Explanation: The Supreme Court has removed BCCI President Anurag Thakur and Secretary Ajay Shirke from the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) on January 2, 2017, for failing to implement the reforms suggested by the RM Lodha panel to reform BCCI. 29). Which bank has has entered into a partnership with CNX Corporation (CNX) with an objective to provide collateral management services a) SBI b) Bank of Baroda c) Punjab National Bank d) Canara Bank e) Syndicate Bank Answer: b) Explanation: Public sector lender Bank of Baroda has entered into a partnership with CNX Corporation (CNX) with an objective to provide collateral management services towards the loans against warehouse receipt sanctioned to the farmers through the network of the bank's branches across the country. www.ibpsguide.com
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30). Which country has decided to introduce a new 12sided one-pound coin at end of March 2017 a) Egypt b) Lebanon c) South Sudan d) UK e) None of these Answer: d) Explanation: The British Treasury has decided to introduce a new 12-sided one-pound coin at end of March 2017 and scrap the 30 year old one pound coin by October 2017. 31). Which state has Government has banned the use of Purse Seine Nets for fishing across Maharashtra from January 1, 2017 a) West Bengal b) Gujarat c) Maharashtra d) Tamil Nadu e) Andhra Pradesh Answer: c) Explanation: Maharashtra Government has declared to ban the use of Purse Seine Nets for fishing across Maharashtra from January 1, 2017 to safeguard the Fingerlings, a fish species. 32). Name the missile which was successfully testfired from the Abdul Kalam Wheeler Island off Odisha coast recently a) Agni-II b) Prithvi-IV c) Prithvi-II d) Agni-IV e) None of these Answer: d) Explanation: India successfully test-fired its homegrown long range intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) Agni-IV from the Abdul Kalam Wheeler Island off Odisha coast. 33). Who has been appointed as the Secretary-General of the United Nations? a) Vuk Jeremic b) Igor Luksic c) Christiana Figueres d) Antonio Guterres e) None of these Answer: d) Explanation: Portugal’s former Prime Minister Antonio Guterres on 1 January 2017 took over as the ninth Secretary-General of the United Nations. 34). Which of the following has been chosen for the 2016 Bharatiya Jananpith Navlekhan award a) Shraddha and Ghyansham Kumar Devansh b) Amlendu Tiwari and Balram Kawant c) Om Nagar and Tasneem Khan d) Upasana and Jitendra Biseria www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL e) None of these Answer: a) Explanation: Two new Hindi writers Shraddha and Ghyansham Kumar Devansh have been chosen for Bharatiya Jnanpith Navlekhan Award for the year 2016. Shraddha was chosen for her short story ‘Hawa Mein Phadphadati Chitthi‘ and Devansh for his poem ‘Akash Mein Deh‘. 35). UNSC unanimously passed a resolution that seeks to end violence in Syria. Name the country that drafted the resolution. a) USA b) Russia c) Turkey d) China e) None of these Answer: b) Explanation: United Nations Security Council (UNSC) unanimously passed a Russian-drafted resolution 2336 (2016) that seeks to end violence in Syria via a nationwide ceasefire between the government and rebels. 36). HS Mahadeva Prasad who passes away recently is the former minister of which state? a) Andhra Pradesh b) Karnataka c) Chhattisgarh d) Meghalaya e) None of these Answer: b) Explanation: Karnataka Cooperation and Sugar Minister H S Mahadev Prasad died of a massive heart attack at a private resort in Koppa in Chikkamagaluru district. 37). Who has been appointed as the new Executive Director of of Reserve Bank of India (RBI) a) Ajay Singh b) Surekha Marandi c) Rajesh Varma d) Saravana Kumar e) None of these Answer: b) Explanation: The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has appointed SurekhaMarandi as its Executive Director (ED). She was appointed in place of U S Paliwal who retired on December 31, 2016. 38). What percent discount on online payment of LPG cylinder? a) Rs.2 b) Rs.5 c) Rs.10 d) Rs.15 e) Rs.7 Answer: b) Explanation: Cooking gas customers can now avail an www.ibpsguide.com
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upfront discount of Rs 5 on every refill booked and paid for online. 39). Who was sworn in as the 44th Chief Justice of India a) D.Y. Chandrachud b) Ajay Manikrao Khanwilkar c) Ashok Bhushan d) Jagdish Singh Khehar e) None of these Answer: d) Explanation: Justice Jagdish Singh Khehar was sworn in as the 44th Chief Justice of India (CJI). He will retire from his office on 27 August 2017. 40). The Union government of India has launched a Swachh Bharat survey in how many cities a) 1000 b) 700 c) 300 d) 500 e) 800 Answer: d) Explanation: The Union government of India has launched a Swachh Bharat survey in 500 cities and towns across the country to assess levels of sanitation and the progress made towards achieving ‘Open Defecation Free’ status. 41). Which ministry has launched the Bunkar Mitra helpline? a) Ministry of Textiles b) Ministry of Finance c) Ministry of Science and Technology d) Ministry of Home Affairs e) None of these Answer: a) Explanation: Bunkar Mitra helpline started functioning on 4 January 2017. The helpline is meant to extend professional expertise to distressed handloom weavers. 42). The Election Commission of India (ECI) on 4 January 2017 announced the dates of assembly polls of five states. Which of the following state has not including for that assembly polls? a) Uttar Pradesh b) Punjab c) Uttrakhand d) Maharashtra e) Manipur Answer: d) Explanation: The Election Commission of India (ECI) on 4 January 2017 announced the dates of assemble polls of five states including Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Uttrakhand, Manipur and Goa. 43). The World Braille Day (WBD) is observed on which date? a) January 3 www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL b) January 5 c) January 2 d) January 4 e) January 5 Answer: d) Explanation: The World Braille Day (WBD) is observed every year on January 4 to create importance of braille for those who are blind and to commemorate the birth anniversary of Louis Braille, the French educator who invented Braille script or Braille code in 1821. 44). Who among the following has been declared as the Brand Ambassadors for Swachh NDMC? a) Sandip Ray Chaudhury b) V Thiruppugazh c) P K Mishra d) Manoj Kumar Sahoo e) Deepa Malik Answer: e) Explanation: In a bid to transform New Delhi area into clean, green and livable capital city at par global standards, Rio Olympic medalist and Arjun Awardee Deepa Malik and first female amputee to climb Mount Everest, ArunimaSinha have been appointed as brand ambassadors for Swachh NDMC. 45). Election Commission of India (ECI), the district administration of Ludhiana has developed a mobile application named a) ECI24 b) ECI360 c) ECI24*7 d) ECI365 e) None of these Answer: b) Explanation: For the benefit of voters, candidates, election staff as well as the Election Commission of India (ECI), the district administration of Ludhiana has developed a mobile application named "ECI360". 46). Anshu Jain who joined Cantor Fitzgerald LP as president was former co-chief executive officer of a) DBS Bank b) Citi Bank c) Deutsche Bank d) ABN-AMRO Bank e) RBL Bank Answer: c) Explanation: Anshu Jain, the former Deutsche Bank AG co-chief executive officer, is joining Cantor Fitzgerald LP as president, restarting his career at a much smaller firm after leaving Germany's largest bank amid mounting legal and regulatory problems. 47). Recently Karnataka state got assistance of _______ crore as drought relief from central government a) Rs.1224.65 b) Rs 1782.44 www.ibpsguide.com
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c) Rs.1544.25 d) Rs.1745.55 e) None Answer: b) 48). Which bank has recently blocked the digital wallet transaction of Paytm, Freecharge, and mobiKwik on temporarly ? a) ICICI b) PNB c) SBI d) IOB e) BOM Answer: c) 49) . The name of Gujarat orgin Indian-American, who is recently appointed as Deputy Assistant to the US President by Donald Trump ? a) Raj Shah b) Padma Lakshmi c) Alexi Grewal d) Nikki Haley e) Arun N. Netravali Answer: a) 50). A 105 year old Frenchman ________ , has set a record in over-105s category, covering 22 kilometres in one hour a) Jan Ullrich b) Greg Lemond c) Binard Hinault d) Robert Marchand e) Der Kaiser Answer: d) 51). Which state CM has recently announced Rs.100 Crore prize for First Noble prize winner from the state ? a) Bihar b) Karnataka c) odisha d) Kerala e) Manipur Answer: a) 52). Central govt has recently decide to assign 12 Digit Unique to which animal ? a) Tiger b) Panda c) Peacock d) Elephant e) Cow Answer: e) 53). Which are the two states in which Elect Voting Machine to be introduced with Candidates photo in it ? a) Goa and Kerala b) Manipur and Uttrakand c) Manipur and Goa d) Uttar pradesh and Goa e) Delhi and Goa www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Answer: b) 54). Tareck El Aissami recently appointed as Vice President of ________ by President Nicolas Maduro of that country. a) Kenya b) Switzerland c) Japan d) Venezuela e) Rome Answer: d) 55). SAFF Women's C'ship title won by India women's team for the 4th time in a row thus the trophy belongs to which sports ? a) Football b) Hockey c) Kabbadi d) Tennis e) Volley Ball Answer: a) 56). The Indian cricketer who recently quits his captaincy in both ODI and T20 Format ? a) misbah ul haq b) Ajinkya Rahane c) M S Dhoni d) R. Ashwin e) M. Vijay Answer: c) 57). A New taxi service 'Shivgramin' is been launch by _______ government to provide transport to people in rural and semi-urban areas of the state. a) Maharashtra b) Kerala c) Gujarat d) Punjab e) Madhya Pradesh Answer: a) 58). 14th Pravasi Bhartiya Divas convention with theme of ‘Role of Diaspora Youth in the Transformation of India’ held in _____ ? a) Chennai b) Pune c) Maharashtra d) Bangalore e) New Delhi Answer: d) 59). Under the GST regime the government has agreed to refund 90% of the duties paid by exporters within a period of ____ days a) Seven b) Three c) Ten d) Fifteen e) Thirty Answer: a) www.ibpsguide.com
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60). Sahara Group has extended its sponsorship contract with indian hockey team till the year ? a) 2020 b) 2025 c) 2025 d) 2019 e) 2019 Answer: e) 61). 'Shangri-la of the World' longest bullet train launched by ______ which expanded Country's highspeed train network to about 20,000 kilometres a) Japan b) Germany c) China d) France e) Russia Answer: c) 62). ______ expressway is soon to get high-speed WiFi coverage for arround 94-km by Maharashtra State Road Development Corporation a) Nagpur - Chandrapur b) Mumbai-Pune c) Kalyan - Murbad d) Mumbai - Chandrapur e) None Answer: b) 63). Government which recently imposed antidumping duty for Bangladesh and Nepal on which product ? a) Sugar b) Wheat c) rice d) Jute e) barley Answer: d) 64). __________ is appointed as EU ambassador buy Britain's PM Theresa May ? a) Sir Tim Barrow b) Sir Robin Renwick c) Sir Kim Darroch d) Simon Collins e) Nicholas Hopton Answer: a) 65). Veteran actor who wins two-time National Award and the Padma Shri award in 1990 who recently passed away at age 66 ______? a) Om Puri b) Rasika Joshi c) Nanda d) Sadashiv Amrapurkar e) Ashraf-Ul-Haq Answer: c) 66). World record for largest tennis lesson with 956 kids takes place at SDAT Tennis Stadium in the event of ______ ? www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL a) Australian open b) Chennai open c) Singapore open d) French open e) ATP Tour Answer: b) 67). Amend on Double Taxation Avoidance Convention protocol got signed between India and ______ countries a) Myanmar b) Chile c) Brazil d) Kazakhstan e) Canada Answer: d) 68). 'Eden Project' the largest indoor rainforest that cover about 5.5 acres located in which country ? a) USA b) China c) UK d) Japan e) Canada Answer: c) 69). Minister of State for MSME Haribhai Choudhary inaugurates Khadi India Lounge in ________ a) Pune b) Ahmadabad c) guwahati d) Mumbai e) kolkata Answer: d) Explanation: Minister of State for MSME, Haribhai Choudhary today inaugurated the first and exclusive Khadi India Lounge in Mumbai today. He expressed hope that such initiative will create multiple employment opportunities and will empower the artisans, especially women in rural India by selling their premium products. 70). _________ become the first country in the world to switch off its FM radio network while it proposed to shift to Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB). a) Norway b) France c) Sweden d) Singapore e) Italy Answer: a) Explanation: Norway is set to become the first country in the world to switch off its FM radio network. In this regard, Scandinavian country’s parliament has approved a proposal to shift to Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB). 71). RBI has recently agreed to provide rupees 1 billion in Rs 100 notes to Nepal's _______ Bank www.ibpsguide.com
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a) Rastriya Banijya Bank Limited b) Nepal Bank Limited c) Nepal Rashtra Bank d) central bank of Nepal e) Nabil Bank Limited. Answer: c) Explanation: The Rserve Bank of India, RBI, has agreed to provide rupees one billion in Rs 100 denomination notes to Nepal Rastra Bank (NRB) to ease the acute shortage of 100 Rs notes faced by the Himalayan nation. The NRB's plan to import INR 100 denomination notes was delayed due to the Indian government's move to demonetise INR 500 and INR 1,000 notes on November 8. 72). Indian cricketer who recently appointed as the captain of India's ODI and T20 Cricket team ? a) Rohit Sharma b) Yuvaraj Singh c) Virat Kholi d) R.Ashwin e) M.S. Dhoni Answer: c) Explanation: The national selection committee of the BCCI has named Virat Kohli as captain of India’s One Day International (ODI), T20I teams. Notably, Kohli is also captain of India’s test team and with this appointment will lead Indian cricket team in all three formats. His appointment comes after Mahendra Singh Dhoni stepped down after more than nine years at the helm. 73). US First Lady Michelle Obama has selected a 16year-old Indian-American ___________ to serve in the inaugural education campaign a) Bobby Jindal b) Swetha Prabakaran c) Nikki Haley d) Kamala Harris e) Indra Nooyi Answer: b) Explanation: US First Lady Michelle Obama has selected a 16-year-old Indian-American to serve in the inaugural Student Advisory Board of the 'Better Make Room' education campaign. Swetha Prabakaran, the only Indian-American on the list, has been chosen in recognition of her efforts to educate the youth in computer sciences. 74). m-Parivahan and e-challan were the two mobile app launched by which department ? a) Ministry of Road Transport and Highways b) Ministry of Textiles c) Ministry of tourism d) Ministry of Defence e) Ministry of Railways Answer: a) Explanation: The Ministry of Road Transport and www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Highways is planning to soon launch two mobile apps, m-Parivahan and e-challan, which would not only give a push to road safety but also facilitate citizen interactions. Both the apps are expected to be launched during the Road Safety Week which begins on Monday. 75). ________ a defence equipment manufacturer company whos 26 per cent stake is decided to sell by government which may fetch the exchequer over Rs.1,000 crore. a) BIATEL b) BEML c) Caterpillar d) FIMAC e) None of these Answer: b) Explanation: The Centre will sell 26 per cent stake in defence equipment manufacturer BEML, making it the first major PSU to be sold through strategic disinvestment, which may fetch the exchequer over Rs.1,000 crore. 76). Employees' Provide Fund Organisation (EPFO) has made which identity card as mandatory for its about 50 lakh pensioners and around four crore subscribers. a) Voter ID b) Ration Card c) PAN Card d) Aadhaar Card e) Passport Answer: d) Explanation: Employees' Provide Fund Organisation (EPFO) has made Aadhaar mandatory for its about 50 lakh pensioners and around four crore subscribers. 77). The famous sitar player the last survivor of the 'Sitar Trinity' of India along with the late Pandit Ravi Shankar and UstadVilayat Khan who died recently is ________? a) Abdul Halim Jaffer Khan b) T M krishna c) M. Balamuralikrishna d) N.Ravikiran e) Lalgudi Jayaraman Answer: a) Explanation: Renowned sitar player Abdul Halim Jaffer Khan, - the last survivor of the 'Sitar Trinity' of India along with the late Pandit Ravi Shankar and UstadVilayat Khan 78). Vice President Ashwin Adhin who came India of 9-Day visit and attended Pravasi Bhartiya Divas (PBD) in Bengaluru belongs to which country ? a) Guyana b) Libya c) Suriname d) Tanzania www.ibpsguide.com
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e) Venezuela Answer: c) Explanation: Vice President of Suriname, Ashwin Adhin, arrived in New Delhi on Friday on a nine-day visit. During his visit Adhin will attend the inaugural session of the Pravasi Bhartiya Divas (PBD) in Bengaluru today and will also attend various events on Sunday and Monday. He will also meet a number of union ministers during his stay in India. 79). Donald Trump names Indiana ex-senator formerly served on the Senate Intelligence Committee _______ as new national intelligence director a) Rex Tillerson b) James N Mattis c) John F Kelly d) Dan Coats e) Steven Mnuchin Answer: d) Explanation: The Indiana ex-senator formerly served on the Senate Intelligence Committee. US Presidentelect said, Coats would provide unwavering leadership and spearhead his administration's ceaseless vigilance against those who seek to do them harm. 80). Former president of Portugal who died recently in Lisbon at the age of 92. a) Mario Soares b) Fidel Castro c) Malcolm Fraser d) Wilfried Martens e) Ronald Reagan Answer: a) Explanation: Portugal's former president Mario Soares died today in Lisbon. He was 92. The spokesman of the hospital where he passed away said this. The founder of Portugal's Socialist party, Soares spent decades in politics. He was admitted to hospital on December 13, where he later fell into a deep coma, and never recovered. 81). A week long Kite festival held at _____ in the month of January. a) Pune b) Ahmedabad c) Mumbai d) Kolkata e) Visakhapatnam Answer: b) Explanation: In Gujarat, a week long international Kite festival is being held at Sabarmati River Front in Ahmedabad. Gujarat Chief Minister Vijay Rupani inaugurated the festival this morning. As many as two thousand students from the schools run by the Municipal Corporation performed 'suryanamaskar' this morning during the opening ceremony of the festival. www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL 82). After beating John Mahama, Nana Akufo-Addo has been sworn in as new president of ________ a) Vietnam b) Paraguay c) Ethiopia d) Ghana e) Romania Answer: d) Explanation: Nana Akufo-Addo has been sworn in as Ghana's new president after beating John Mahama in last month's election. Heads of state from across Africa and thousands of guests and dignitaries watched him take the oath of office at a ceremony in the capital of the country. 83). 2017 Qatar Open tennis final won by _______ after defeating Andy Murray 6-3 5-7 6-4. a) Rafael Nadal b) Stan Wawrinka c) Roger Federer d) Pete Sampras e) Novak Djokovic Answer: e) Explanation: Novak Djokovic has won the Qatar Open tennis title. In an epic final in Doha today, the Serbian defeated Andy Murray 6-3 5-7 6-4. Djokovic missed out on three match points and had to repel a roaring Murray comeback before ending the Briton's 28match, five-tournament winning streak. With the win, Djokovic made an immense statement in his bid to rule men's tennis again as it was Murray, who deposed him as world number one. 84). The non-fare revenue policy, a first in Railways department , offering various schemes for revenue is inaugurated by ? a) Suresh Prabhu b) Ravishankar prasad c) ravi shankar prasad d) prakash javadekar e) manohar parrikar Answer: a) Explanation: Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu will launch the non-fare revenue policy, a first in Railways, offering various schemes for revenue yielding activities of about 2,000 crore rupees. Quoting a senior Railway official, news agency PTI said, these schemes include train branding, advertising spaces in trains, level crossings and areas along tracks. It said, Railway ministry is also planning to set up about 2400 ATMs at platforms of major stations across the country. 85). India signs 7 key agreements in areas including defence, agriculture, renewable energy and information technology with Portugal president _______ ? a) Abdul Hamid b) Jorge Carlos Fonseca www.ibpsguide.com
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c) Antonio Costa d) Sergio Mattarella e) Tony Tan Answer: c) Explanation: India and Portugal sign 7 key agreements in areas including defence, agriculture, renewable energy and information technology; PM Modi thanks Portugal for supporting India's bid for NSG and Missile Technology Control Regime. The MoUs were signed after bilateral meeting between Prime Minister NarendraModi and his Portuguese counterpart Antonio Costa in New Delhi. 86). Former West Bengal minister who recently passed away _______ ? a) M G K Menon b) Saral Deb c) Kalikho Pul d) Ratnasiri Wickremanayake e) Sunderlal Patwa Answer: b) Explanation: Veteran All India Forward Bloc leader and former West Bengal minister Saral Deb passed away following a prolonged illness. He was 82. He was a six-time state legislator, winning from Barasat constituency of North 24 Parganas district. 87). Indian Tennis player SaniaMirza along with _________ won Brisbane International women's doubles title recently. a) Barbora Strycova b) Elena Vesnina c) BethanieMattek-Sands d) Martina Hingis e) Daria Kasatkina Answer: c) Explanation: Indian tennis ace SaniaMirza picked up her first title of the season, combining with American BethanieMattek-Sands to lift the Brisbane International women's doubles title. The top-seeded Indo-American duo triumphed 6-2 6-3 against the second-seeded Russian team of Ekaterina Makarova and Elena Vesnina in the final. 88). The recently held Jaipur International Film Festival (JIFF) in Jaipur is __ edition of the event. a) 11th b) 7th c) 13th d) 9th e) 15th Answer: d) Explanation: The ninth edition of Jaipur International Film Festival (JIFF) began in Jaipur tonight in the presence of renowned film makers. The ceremony opened with tributes to veteran actor Om Puri who died of a massive heart attack yesterday. This year's Life Time Achievement Award was presented to www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL internationally acclaimed cine-visionary Ramesh Prasad, hailed as creator of specialised post production facilities. 89). Indian player who won first-ever all-Indian Boys’ Under-19 final at the British Junior Open in Sheffield ? a) Ramesh Aravindh b) VelavanSenthilkumar c) Premjit Lall d) Sriram Balaji e) Purav Raja Answer: b) Explanation: VelavanSenthilkumar created history by winning the first-ever all-Indian Boys’ Under-19 final at the British Junior Open in Sheffield. India also secured the bronze medal in this category after 9/16th seeded AdhityaRaghavan finished third. In the 91-year history of this event, considered the world’s second most prestigious junior tournament after the World Championships, this was the first time two Indians faced off in a summit clash. 90). Olympic and world 800m champion who is recently appointed as the ambassador for Mumbai Marathon ? a) Usain Bolt b) Carl Lewis c) Maurice Greene d) David Rudisha e) Justin Gatlin Answer: d) Explanation: Reigning Olympic and world 800m champion and world record holder, David Rudisha is the International Event Ambassador for the 14th Standard Chartered Mumbai Marathon to be held on January 15 He retained his Olympic 800m title with an imperious display at the Rio 2016 Olympic Games in August with a run of 1:42.15, the fastest time in the world. 91). The Australia Airlines which holds fatality free record and world's safest airline rated by AirlineRatings.com is ________ a) Qantas Airways Ltd b) British Airways c) Olympic Air d) Royal Air Maroc e) Finnair Answer: a) Explanation: Australia's flag carrier Qantas Airways Ltd's fatality free record in the jet age means it is the world's safest airline, for the fourth year running. Ratings website AirlineRatings.com announced the carrier atop its Top 20 list, ahead of Cathy Pacific, Middle-eastern giant Etihad Airways, Singapore Airlines and local rival Virgin Australia.
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92). PM NarendraModi inaugurated india's 1st International Exchange being set up by Bombay Stock Exchange in ________? a) Maharastra b) Bangalore c) Gandhinagar d) Ahmadabad e) Kolkata Answer: c) Explanation: Prime Minister NarendraModi is on a two-day visit to Gujarat from today. He will inaugurate the 8th edition of 'Vibrant Gujarat Global Investors Summit 2017' along with series of other programs during this two days visit. Prime Minister will inaugurate the four-day 'Vibrant Summit 2017 at Mahatma Mandir in Gandhinagar tomorrow. Ahead of this Summit, Prime Minister will inaugurate four different projects today after his arrival 93). Indian state which positioned 8th in "12 destinations to watch in 2017" list which released by The Association of British Travel Agents (ABTA) a) Maharastra b) Goa c) Tamil Nadu d) Punjab e) Kerala Answer: e) Explanation: Kerala figures at number eight in the "12 destinations to watch in 2017" by Britain's largest and prominent travel and tours operators association. The Association of British Travel Agents (ABTA) has ranked Kerala higher than premier destinations like the US, Sardinia (island of Italy), South Africa and Vietnam 94). 20th Edition of the National Conference for eGovernance 2016-17 held in ? a) Patna b) Visakhapatnam c) Kolkata d) Chennai e) Kanpur Answer: b) Explanation: The 20th Edition of the National Conference for e-Governance 2016-17 is being organised by the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY) and the Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances (DARPG), Government of India in partnership with Information Technology, Electronics and Communication (ITE&C) Department, Government of Andhra Pradesh. 95). Which state government recently bring changes in Land Revenue Code in which non-agriculture certification will no longer be required for a land for which development plan is finalized ? www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL a) Karnataka b) Gujarat c) Uttar Pradesh d) Maharashtra e) Assam Answer: d) Explanation: Maharashtra government has come up with an amendment in Maharashtra Land Revenue Code, following which non-agriculture certification will no longer be required for a land for which development plan is finalized. Unless an agricultural land is converted into non-agricultural, development work can not be started. With the new amendment in the Maharashtra Land Revenue Code 1966, things would move more swiftly. 96). Russia which recently advised Google and Apple to remove _________ social networking application from App store. a) LinkedIn b) Facebook c) WhatsApp d) Twitter e) Instagram Answer: a) Explanation: Russia has directed Google and Apple to remove LinkedIn from the local Android and iOS App stores. The directive comes weeks after a Russian court blocked the networking platform for disregarding a rule which requires companies to store Russian citizens' data within the country's borders. 97). Bank of India which reduces home loans to _____ per cent for women borrowers and 8.70 per cent for others. a) 8.50 b) 8.20 c) 8.65 d) 8.25 e) 8.30 Answer: c) Explanation: The bank earlier reduced its minimum lending rates or marginal cost of funds based lending rates (MCLR) by up to 90 basis points, effective January 7. The rate on home loans has been lowered to 8.65 per cent for women borrowers, while for others the rate has been set at 8.70 per cent. The bank has reduced the interest rates for vehicle loans to 9.35 per cent. 98). _______ state government which plans to issue 11.4 lakhs RuPay cards to farmers of the state by the month of march 2017. a) Assam b) Odisha c) Bihar d) Kerala e) Manipur www.ibpsguide.com
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Answer: b) Explanation: The Odisha government plans to issue 11 lakh 40 thousand RuPay cards to farmers of the state by March this year. Cooperation minister Damodar Rout said, the Odisha government is bound to implement the RuPay card scheme as the Prime Minister NarendraModi had asked to convert Kisan Credit Card to RuPay cards. 99). Name the movie which won seven awards in 2017 Golden Globe event in which all the category the movie nominated for? a) Manchester By the Sea b) Moonlight c) La La Land d) Silence e) Fences Answer: c) Explanation: "La La Land", a romantic musical comedy-drama film swept the Golden Globes awards by winning in all the seven categories including the top award of best musical or comedy at the ceremony in Los Angeles. The film director Damien Chazelle took home the trophies for best director and screenplay. The film's leading stars Ryan Gosling and Emma Stone won the trophies for best actor and actress. "La La Land" also took the best original score award. 100). Former Iranian president who passed away recently at age of 82? a) Khaleda Zia b) Fidel Castro c) Islam Karimov d) Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani e) James Monroe Answer: d) Explanation: Former Iranian president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, a pugnacious political survivor despite his support for moderates, died after suffering a heart attack. Mr. Rafsanjani, who was 82, was a pivotal figure in the foundation of the Islamic Republic in 1979, and served as President from 1989 to 1997. 101). Indian teenager who won the Young Travel Photographer Of The Year 2016 award ? a) rohan chaudhary b) Maneesh Sharma c) Srikanth Kidambi d) Satyan Gajwani e) Darpan Basak Answer: e) Explanation: Darpan Basak, 14 years of age, won the Young Travel Photographer Of The Year, and Ankit Kumar, 13, won the Young Travel Photographer (14 years old and under) in the Places and Experiences category. Travel Photographer Of The Year award was founded by photographers Chris and Karen Coe in 2003. www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL 102). Which of the following two cities got listed in New York Times' list of '52 Places to go to in 2017' a) Agra and Sikkim b) Simla and Bengaluru c) Amritsar and Jodhpur d) Jaipur and Agra e) Delhi and Agra Answer: a) Explanation: Agra and Sikkim featured in New York Times' list of '52 Places to go to in 2017'. While Agra has ranked third in the list, Sikkim has bagged the 17th position among the top travel destinations for this year. Canada, on the other hand, has been declared the top travel destination of the year. 103). Dr Bharat Barai and DrSampatShivangi were the two Indian-Americans selected for _________ award, which is the highest civilian award given to overseas Indians and people of Indian origin a) Pride of India b) Bharath ka Pride c) Pravasi Bharatiya Samman d) Vishisht Samman Medal e) Uttam Bharatiya Seva Medal Answer: c) Explanation: Indian-Americans Dr Bharat Barai and DrSampatShivangi have been selected for the prestigious PravasiBharatiyaSamman Award, the highest civilian award given to overseas Indians and people of Indian origin. They received the award from President Pranab Mukherjee in Bengaluru on January 9, the last day of the PravasiBharatiya Divas conclave. 104). 8th Vibrant Gujarat Global Investors Summit 2017 inaugurated by PM NarendraModi held at _______ a) Surat b) Vadodara c) Bhuj d) Gandhinagar e) Siddhpur Answer: d) Explanation: Prime Minister NarendraModi will inaugurate the 8th Vibrant Gujarat Global Investors Summit 2017 at Mahatma Mandir in Gandhinagar, in a short while from now. This year's biennial flagship event of the state is hosting Prime Ministers, Presidents, Deputy Prime Ministers and ministers of several countries apart from CEOs of Fortune 500 companies. 105). Following ICICI and YES bank ______ has recently involved them in providing Block Chain service in India a) Axis Bank b) Canara Bank c) RBL Bank d) South Indian Bank e) Federal Bank www.ibpsguide.com
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Answer: a) Explanation: Private sector Axis bank has become the third lender in the country to announce usage of block chain solutions for its operations, after its peers ICICI Bank and Yes Bank. The Shikha Sharma-led bank, the third largest private sector lender, will be using the upcoming technology for cross-border remittances. 106). US Embassy recently awarded bollywood actor _______ for his contribution to the US-India partnership on tuberculosis awareness program. a) Abhishek Bachchan b) Aamir Khan c) Amitabh Bachchan d) Shah Rukh Khan e) Ranbir Kapoor Answer: c) Explanation: Actor Amitabh Bachchan was given an award on Sunday by the US Embassy for his contribution to the US-India partnership on tuberculosis. Bachchan, who suffered from tuberculosis in 2000, is a brand ambassador for the initiative. 107). With installing over 500 WiFi hotspots at various locations ________ city has became the largest public WiFi service in the country. a) Delhi b) Bangalore c) Pune d) Lucknow e) Mumbai Answer: e) Explanation: Maharashtra CM Devendra Fadnavis on Monday activated 500 WiFi hotspots at various locations across the city of Mumbai, and announced that Mumbai WiFi is the largest public WiFi service in the country. Claiming that it is one of the largest in the world too, 108). __________ is been appointed as the new CEO of Flipkart replacing BinnyBansal, who has been named as the group chief executive. a) SachinBansal b) Kalyan Krishnamurthy c) Rajesh Gopinathan d) Margaret Georgiadis e) Sathya Narayanan Answer: b) Explanation: Flipkart has elevated former Tiger Global Management executive Kalyan Krishnamurthy as its new chief executive, replacing co-founder Binny Bansal, who has been named as the group chief executive of India’s largest online marketplace. Cofounder Sachin Bansal continues to be executive chairman.
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL 109). ISRO recently signed a partnership agreement in satellite launch technology with _______, in the presence of ISRO Chairman Kiran Kumar and CNES President Jean-Yves Le Gall? a) UAE Space Agency b) French Space agency c) China National Space Administration d) Swiss Space Office e) European Space Agency Answer: b) Explanation: Indian Space Research Organisation, ISRO, and French Space agency (CNES) today signed a partnership agreement in satellite launch technology. The agreement was signed between ISRO Chairman Kiran Kumar and CNES President Jean-Yves Le Gall in the presence of visiting French Minister of Foreign Affairs Jean-Marc Ayrault in Bengaluru today. 110). The state government which recently launched its indigenously-developed e-Wallet, Tokapoisa.in ? a) Assam b) Rajasthan c) Karnataka d) Bihar e) Sikkim Answer: a) Explanation: The Assam government will be shortly launching its indigenously-developed e-Wallet, Tokapoisa.in, to enable the people of the state for hassle-free online transactions in local language. The mobile application Tokapoisa.in has been developed by the Assam Electronics Development Corp. Ltd. Besides being an e-Wallet, it will be a virtual payment terminal. 111). _______ bagged the Best FIFA Men's Coach of the Year award after beating Portugal's Fernando Santos and Real Madrid's ZinedineZidane on the shortlist a) Luis Enrique Martínez b) Pep Guardiola c) Adenor Leonardo Bacchi d) Claudio Ranieri e) José Mourinho Answer: d) Explanation: Leicester City's Claudio Ranieri won the Best FIFA Men's Coach of the Year award after beating Portugal's Fernando Santos and Real Madrid's ZinedineZidane on the shortlist. Ranieri beat strong competition from Zidane, who led his Real Madrid side to their 11th UEFA Champions League title in his first season as a manager and also won the 2016 UEFA Super Cup and 2016 FIFA Club World Cup. 112). Which state has recently touched the 900-mark in Sex ratio at birth (SRB) for the first time in almost two decades? a) Haryana b) Himachal Pradesh c) Assam www.ibpsguide.com
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d) Bihar e) Odisha Answer: a) Explanation: Sex ratio at birth (SRB) in Haryana past year touched the 900-mark for the first time in almost two decades. Prime Minister NarendraModi launched the ambitious “BetiBachao, BetiPadhao” (B3P) campaign against female foeticide in Panipat in January 2015. 113). SBI renounced Merchant Discount Rate (MDR) debit card transactions for all small merchants with annual turnover of up to Rs 20 lakh for ______ period. a) 6 Months b) 9 Months c) 1 Year d) 2 Years e) 8 Months Answer: c) Explanation: Country's largest lender SBI has waived Merchant Discount Rate (MDR) on debit card transactions for all small merchants with annual turnover of up to Rs 20 lakh for one year. SBI further said the move is targeted primarily towards a segment of population and small merchants, who have not yet experienced the convenience of Card Payments. 114). Kumar Sharadindu has been appointed as a managing director and chief executive of __________ ? a) SBI Capital Markets Ltd b) SBI Global Factors Ltd. c) SBI General Insurance Company Limited d) SBI Pension Funds Pvt Ltd e) SBI Liquidity Market Answer: d) Explanation: SBI Pension Funds, a subsidiary of State Bank of India, has appointed Kumar Sharadindu as its managing director and chief executive. SBI Pension Funds is one of the three pension fund managers appointed by the regulator PFRDA to manage the pension corpus of employees enrolled under the National Pension System for government employees. 115). ________ Bank has claimed to be the first ‘humanoid-robot’ human-sized robot Ira in the domestic banking space. a) Axis b) HDFC c) IDBI d) ICICI e) Federal Answer: b) Explanation: Private lender HDFC Bank launched what it claimed to be the first to implement ‘humanoidrobot’ in the domestic banking space, and also said it is looking to partner with start-ups having technological solutions for rural operations. The bank showcased www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL human-sized robot Ira, developed in association with Kochi-based Asimov Robotics. 116). 2016 best FIFA men's player award won by Cristiano Ronaldo, he belongs to _________ a) Spain b) England c) Brazil d) Argentina e) Portugal Answer: e) Explanation: Cristiano Ronaldo was named the world's best player at the inaugural Best Fifa Football Awards in Zurich. Real Madrid and Portugal forward Ronaldo beat Barcelona's Lionel Messi and Atletico Madrid's Antoine Griezmann to the prize. 117). _________ rupees has been announced as a loan waiver for around 130 "ailing" cotton cooperatives in the state of maharestra. a) 316 crore b) 320 crore c) 420 crore d) 350 crore e) 290 crore Answer: a) Explanation: Maharashtra cabinet has announced a loan waiver scheme amounting to Rs.316 crore for around 130 "ailing" cotton cooperatives in the state. Under the scheme, the state government will bear the interest burden on loans availed by cotton cooperatives from lending institutions. The waiver will be applicable for five years and would be eligible for loans up to Rs.3,000 per spindle. 118). Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) has launched a mobile app named _______ to help people to find public toilets. a) Public Toilet Locater b) Locate Mumbai Toilets c) Toilets nearby you d) Mumbai Toilet Locator e) Toilets Answer: d) Explanation: A mobile application 'Mumbai Toilet Locator' has been launched by Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) to help people find public toilets. Currently available for Android users, the application will provide the location of 800 toilets across the city. "The application will help commuters, especially those on highways, where the only option is to go to nearby restaurants," said an official. 119). Europe's first underwater museum "The Museo Atlántico" located at ________ starts functioning a) Athens, Greece b) coast of Lanzarote, Spain c) Paris, France d) Madrid, Spain www.ibpsguide.com
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e) Florence, Italy Answer: b) Explanation: The Museo Atlántico, which is known to be the first underwater museum in Europe, was inaugurated off the coast of Lanzarote, Spain. The exhibit features 12 installations and over 300 life-size human figures. Designed by British sculptor Jason deCaires Taylor, the art installation aims to promote environmental awareness and social change. 120). _______ company has become the first to receive more than 8,000 US patents in one year in 2016. a) Google b) Wipro c) IBM d) Intel e) Microsoft Answer: c) Explanation: American technology company IBM has become the first company to receive more than 8,000 US patents in one year in 2016. With 8,088 patents, IBM received an average of 22 patents per day last year. IBM was followed by Samsung and Canon with 5,518 and 3,665 patents respectively. Technology major Google received the fifth most number of patents at 2,835. 121). Parkour, which is also known as freerunning is officially recognise as a sport by _________ country as first-time in the world. a) Germany b) Australia c) United Kingdom d) China e) France Answer: c) Explanation: The United Kingdom has become the world's first country to officially recognise parkour as a sport. Parkour, also known as freerunning, is similar to military obstacle training and involves a participant getting from one point to another, tackling terrain using only his/her natural body strength. The sport has been considered controversial since it uses minimal protection gear. 122). 'Mini Programs' a new app launched by __________, which are apps built into the messaging service and do not need to be downloaded to use. a) Facebook b) Twitter c) Tumbler d) Instagram e) WeChat Answer: e) Explanation: China's WeChat has launched 'Mini Programs', which are apps built into the messaging service and do not need to be downloaded to use. Users can directly search and use an app on WeChat www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL instead of downloading it from App Store or Google Play. The mini apps include a photo editing app, productivity app, flight search engine, and recipe search engine. 123). In front of Prime Minister Narendra Moid and Kenyian President Uhuru Kenyatta the two country has signed agreements in the field of ________ ? a) Defence b) Agriculture c) Trading d) space technology e) water treatment Answer: b) Explanation: India and Kenya today signed agreements in the area of agriculture which were inked after delegation level talks between Prime Minister Narendra Moid and Kenyian President Uhuru Kenyatta in New Delhi. 124). A boy of 8yr old from Manipur named ______, who sets a new world record in limbo skating in Delhi by covering 145 metres in 41 seconds with cones under bars, set at a height of 30 cm. a) Kiran Kumar b) Raju Thilak c) Kamlish Singh d) Tiluck Keisam e) Ajeesh Aravindh Answer: d) Explanation: Tiluck Keisam, an 8-year-old boy from Manipur, set a new world record in limbo skating in Delhi on Monday, for the farthest distance in limbo skating under bars. Tiluck covered 145 metres in 41 seconds with cones under bars, set at a height of 30 cm. Tiluck bettered his previous record of 116 metres in 31.87 seconds, set in 2015. 125). Russian gymnast who bagged 13 world championships who has announced her retirement at the aged 19 ? a) Yana Kudryavtseva b) Aly Raisman c) Deng Linlin d) He Kexin e) Simone Biles Answer: a) Explanation: Russian rhythmic gymnast Yana Kudryavtseva, who won 13 world championships from 2013 to 2015, has retired from the sport aged 19. Kudryavtseva, who suffered a fracture while preparing for Rio Olympics, won a silver in all-around gymnastics at Rio. She also became the youngest rhythmic gymnast to win the World Championships, winning the all-around category in 2013 aged 15 years. 126). Roman Herzog, who is Former President of ________ died at the age of 82 recently is ? a) Japan www.ibpsguide.com
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b) Germany c) Norway d) Libya e) Portugal Answer: b) Explanation: Former German President Roman Herzog passed away in a hospital at the age of 82, the presidential office announced on Tuesday. Herzog had served as the chief justice of Germany's highest court before being elected to a five-year term as president in 1994. 127). The name of new 2nd Kalvari class submarines which is launched at the Mazagaon Dock Limited in Mumbai. a) INS Shankul b) INS Aridhaman c) INS Khanderi d) INS Kalvari e) None of these Answer: c) Explanation: INS Khanderi – the second of the Kalvari class submarines – was launched at the Mazagaon Dock Limited in Mumbai on Thursday. It has superior stealth capabilities and also precision guided weapons that can be launched while underwater or on surface. The submarine will now undergo rigorous tests and trials, both in the harbour and at sea, till December 2017. 128). Which country recently has proposed to ban the sale of cigarettes to anyone born after 2015 a) Germany b) France c) England d) Russia e) Australia Answer: d) Explanation: Russia's Health Ministry has unveiled a proposal to ban the sale of cigarettes to anyone born after 2015, according to reports. If the proposal becomes a law, it would make Russia world's first country to completely phase out tobacco. The proposal, if approved, will take effect in 2033 when the affected Russian citizens (now babies) turn 18 years old. 129). The Theme of National Youth Day 2017 which is celebrated on 12 January of every year is ? a) Youth the leaders of tomorrow b) Youth makes India more powerful c) Youth are the backbone of India d) Youth for Digital India e) Youth the Superior Power Answer: d) Explanation: National youth day (Yuva Diwas or Swami Vivekananda Birthday) 2017 is celebrated all over India on 12th of January, at Thursday. National Youth Day (Yuva Diwas or Swami Vivekananda Birthday) is www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL celebrated with the great joy and enthusiasm in India every year on 12th of January. It is celebrated to commemorate the birthday of Swami Vivekananda, maker of the modern India. It is the aim of great importance of distributing the ideas and ideals of the Swami Vivekananda among the youths of India. It is the great way to wake up the eternal energy of the youths as well as their big efforts to make the country developed. 130). ________ has been appointed as the 1st woman Superintendent of a men's prison in Delhi's highsecurity Tihar jail. a) Anju Mangla b) Begum Akhtar c) Amrita Pritam d) Jhumpa Lahiri e) Lilly Singh Answer: a) Explanation: Anju Mangla has been appointed as the first woman Superintendent of a men's prison in Delhi's high-security Tihar jail. She will look after nearly 800 prisoners in the 18-21 years age group and have one-to-one interactions with them daily. In the past, the jail has had two women Director Generals of Police, but never a female superintendent for men's prison. 131). The indian airline company which announced the reservation of six seats in the third row on every domestic flight for women travelling alone ? a) AirAsia b) Air India c) Jet Airways d) IndiGo e) SpiceJet Answer: b) Explanation: Airline company Air India today announced the reservation of six seats in the third row on every domestic flight for women travelling alone, beginning January 18. "We feel, as national carriers, it is our responsibility to enhance comfort level to female passengers," an Air India official said. 132). Recently a car manufacturing company which recall nearly 3.43 lakh diesel cars across 13 models in India? a) Mahindra and Mahindra b) Renault c) Toyato d) Skoda e) Volkswagen Answer: e) Explanation: German automaker Volkswagen will recall nearly 3.43 lakh diesel cars across 13 models in India as a part of a global recall to replace a software that helped vehicles fake pollution emission tests. The models to be recalled include Polo, Vento, Jetta, Audi www.ibpsguide.com
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A4 and A6 among others. Volkswagen has paid over $19 billion in fines for cheating emission tests. 133). The trains in ________ country has become 100% powered by wind energy since January 1. a) Spain b) Dutch c) France d) Japan e) Singapore Answer: b) Explanation: All Dutch trains have become 100% powered by wind energy since January 1, according to the national railway company. A windmill running for an hour can power a train for about 200 kilometres, stated officials. The initiative, in collaboration with electricity company Eneco, aims to reduce the energy used per passenger by further 35% by 2020, as compared to 2005. 134). _________ has been sworn in as the President of Nicaragua, for the third consecutive term. a) Aleksandr Lukashenko b) Toomas Hendrik c) Daniel Ortega d) Benigno Aquino III e) Ma Ying-Jeou Answer: c) Explanation: In Nicaragua, Daniel Ortega has been sworn in for a third consecutive term as President, with his wife Rosario Murillo as the new Vice President, giving a married couple the reins of power for the first time in the Central American country's history. Ortega, a 71-year old former rebel fighter, took the oath in Managua with the Presidents of Venezuela, Bolivia and Taiwan in attendance. 135). Former Harley-Davidson India MD Vikram Pawah is now appointed as the President of ________ a) Royal Enfield (India) b) India Yamaha Motor c) Ford India d) KTM Sportmotorcycles e) BMW India Answer: e) Explanation: BMW has appointed former HarleyDavidson India MD Vikram Pawah as the President of its India operations. Pawah has previously worked with Honda Cars in India and Australia as the Assistant Vice President and Operating Head of Sales. Current acting President Frank Schloeder will assume the position of Head of Business Steering - Luxury Class in Germany. 136). Indian government has decided to spent _________ on India's airport infrastructure to make it the world's 3rd largest aviation market in the next 5 years. a) $12 billion b) $10 billion www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL c) $9.5 billion d) $11.2 billion e) $15 billion Answer: b) Explanation: A sum of $10 billion (over Rs.68,000 crore) would be spent in next five years to develop India's airport infrastructure to make it the world's third largest aviation market, Civil Aviation Secretary RN Choubey said. Around 400 unused airstrips would be brought back to life, he said. Civil aviation is now just as popular and necessary as Railways, he added. 137). ________ country had made a Guinness World Record for the largest carpet of flowers, measuring 14,200 square metres , included about 1,26,000 flowers. a) Colombia b) Poland c) Mexico d) Canada e) China Answer: c) Explanation: Mexico set the Guinness World Record for the largest carpet of flowers, measuring 14,200 square metres, last month. The display, in the gardens of Jardines de México, included about 1,26,000 flowers. The exhibit was created with the objective of promoting a flower variety known as Poinsettias, and to promote its commercialisation across the world. 138). ________ recently become the member of FIH (International Hockey Federation) from India. a) Harbir Singh b) PR Sreejesh c) Udham Singh d) V R Raghunath e) Dilip Tirkey Answer: b) Explanation: The FIH (International Hockey Federation) Executive Board has confirmed the nomination of Indian men's hockey team captain PR Sreejesh to the FIH Athletes’ Committee. The committee, which comprises a total of eight current and former hockey players, acts as a liaison between the federation and the athletes to make sure the athletes have a voice in the federation's decisionmaking process. 139). In latest FIFA rankings Indian national football team has ranked as _______, which is its best ranking since December 2005. a) 127 b) 112 c) 129 d) 121 e) 137 Answer: c) www.ibpsguide.com
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Explanation: The Indian national football team on Thursday moved up six places to the 129th position in the latest FIFA rankings, its best ranking since December 2005, when it was at the 127th position. Notably, the Indian team has won nine of its last 11 matches, which has helped it jump 42 places in less than two years. 140). ________ has been appointed as the new CEO of Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) resulting to the appointment of N Chandrasekaran as the new Tata Sons Chairman. a) Rajesh Gopinathan b) Venkatraman Thyagarajan c) Aarthi Subramanian d) Kavarana e) RK Krishna Kumar Answer: a) Explanation: IT major Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) on Thursday appointed Chief Financial Officer and Vice President Rajesh Gopinathan as the new CEO of the firm. Gopinathan will replace N Chandrasekaran who has been appointed as the new Tata Sons Chairman. The firm also said it has elevated NG Subramaniam as the Chief Operating Officer. 141). India's first ever solar powered boat launched at Kochi's Vembanad lake in Kerala which is named as _________. The 75-seater boat fitted with 78 rooftop solar panels. a) Surya b) Aditya c) Surya Naav d) Akash e) Achraya Answer: b) Explanation: India's first ever solar powered boat called 'Aditya' was launched at Kochi's Vembanad lake in Kerala on Thursday. The 75-seater boat fitted with 78 rooftop solar panels, will ferry along a 2.5-kilometre route 22 times a day. The boat can travel at a maximum speed of about 14 kmph and cruises without noise and minimal vibration, unlike the diesel ferries. 142). The central government has recently raised the minimum monthly pension of an employee to _________ a) Rs.12,000 b) 14,000 c) Rs.9,000 d) Rs. 7000 e) Rs.11,000 Answer: c) Explanation: The Government has increased the minimum monthly pension to nine thousand per person, besides a two-fold hike in ex-gratia amount for central government employees. Addressing the meeting of the Standing Committee of Voluntary Agencies in New Delhi yesterday, Minister of State in www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Prime Minister's Office, Dr Jitendra Singh said the exgratia amount for the employees has been increased from 10 -15 lakh to 25-35 lakh rupees. He said, there are about 50-55 lakh pensioners in the country and almost 88 per cent of their accounts have been seeded to Aadhaar. 143). Indian national ________ ,who had inadvertently crossed the LoC on May 3, 2016, recently handed over by Pakistan to the Indian Army. a) Ranbir Singh b) Javed Iqbal c) Surya Kumar d) hrithik gupta e) Chandu Chavan Answer: b) Explanation: Pakistan on Thursday handed over Javed Iqbal, an Indian national who had inadvertently crossed the LoC on May 3, 2016, to the Indian Army. Javed was handed over at Chakan Da Bagh crossing point along LoC in Poonch district of Jammu and Kashmir. Iqbal's return was made possible after continuous pursuance by the Indian Army, said a defence official. 144). The MOU worth ________ between Gujarat Government and the Ministry of Railways for the Mumbai-Ahmedabad Bullet train project. a) Rs 85000 crore b) Rs 75000 crore c) Rs 72000 crore d) Rs 77000 crore e) Rs 81000 crore Answer: d) Explanation: The Gujarat Government has signed a memorandum of understanding worth Rs.77,000 crore with the Ministry of Railways for the MumbaiAhmedabad Bullet train project. The MoU was signed during the Vibrant Gujarat Summit at Mahatma Mandir. The train is expected to cover 508 km between Mumbai and Ahmedabad in about two hours, running at an operating speed of 320 km/h. 145). Indian airline SpiceJet signed a deal for around 205 planes worth ___________ with US airplane manufacturer Boeing a) $22 billion b) $24 billion c) $12 billion d) $18 billion e) $11 billion Answer: a) Explanation: Low-cost airline SpiceJet said it has signed a deal for around 205 planes worth $22 billion (over Rs.1.5 lakh crore) with US airplane manufacturer Boeing. This marks the biggest expansion plan by the carrier, which is seeking to take back market share www.ibpsguide.com
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from leader IndiGo. The order is also the largest ever placed by an Indian airline for Boeing aircraft. 146). ________ has been chosen as one of speakers in the Stage and Screen field for a talk at the Oxford University a) deepika padukone b) Chanda Kochhar c) Asha Roy d) Chhavi Rajawat e) Katrina Kaif Answer: e) Explanation: Actress Katrina Kaif will be one of the speakers in the Stage and Screen field for a talk at the Oxford University. The event is scheduled to take place in February. Academy Award winner Jeremy Irons, 'House of Cards' actress Robin Wright and '90210' actress Annalynne McCord will be some of the other speakers at the event. 147). Airtel Payments Bank which launched recently and operate with a network of 2.5 lakh banking points through Airtel retail stores has ________ interest rate on savings accounts deposits. a) 6.75 % b) 7.75 % c) 7.25 % d) 6.85 % e) 7.45% Answer: c) Explanation: Bharti Airtel on Thursday launched its pan India payments bank, which is India's first payments bank. Airtel Payments Bank will operate across 29 states with a network of 2.5 lakh banking points through Airtel retail stores. A customer’s Airtel mobile number will be payments bank account number and the company will offer a 7.25% interest rate on savings accounts deposits. 148). N Chandrasekaran has newly appointed as the chairman of _________ after the removal of Cyrus Mistry as the Chairman a) Tata Steel b) Tata sons c) Tata Interactive Systems d) Tata Power e) Tata Financial Services Answer: b) Explanation: Tata Sons have appointed TCS Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director, Mr Natarajan Chandrasekaran as its new Chairman. A press release issued by the company last evening said Mr. Chandrasekaran will take charge on 21st February. His appointment comes after the Tata sons removed Cyrus Mistry as the Chairman. 149). ________ has received The Presidential Medal of Freedom, the country's highest civilian honour from Barack Obama. www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL a) George Mitchell b) Denis McDonough c) Joe Biden d) Tim Geithner e) Pete Rouse Answer: c) Explanation: Outgoing US President Barack Obama on Thursday awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the country's highest civilian honour, to Vice President Joe Biden during a surprise event at the White House. Calling Biden "a lion of American history", Obama said the award commemorates an "extraordinary man with an extraordinary career in public service". 150). Japanese PM Shinzo Abe has signed a 1-trillion yen, about 8.7 billion dollars, aid package over the next five years to _______ . a) Libya b) Morocco c) Colombia d) Philippines e) Vietnam Answer: d) Explanation: Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has signed a 1-trillion yen, about 8.7 billion dollars, aid package over the next five years to the Philippines, meant to improve economic and political relations between the two island nations. The package is focused on infrastructure and energy. Abe's two-day visit to the archipelago makes him the first foreign leader to visit since the election of the Philippines' President Rodrigo Duterte in May 2016. 151). Automated sanitary napkin vending machines has been planned to install in all government colleges across the state ________ state government. a) Haryana b) Sikkim c) Bihar d) Odisha e) Uttar Pradesh Answer: a) Explanation: Cristiano Ronaldo was named the world's best player at the inaugural Best Fifa Football Awards in Zurich. Real Madrid and Portugal forward Ronaldo beat Barcelona's Lionel Messi and Atletico Madrid's Antoine Griezmann to the prize. The Haryana Government has decided to install automated sanitary napkin vending machines and incinerators in the state's all government colleges. A spokesman said it was observed that due to the social taboo, most girls hesitated to go to conventional chemist shops to buy sanitary napkins and thus, indulged in unhygienic practices. 152). __________ state government has decided to send examination result of their students through SMS on their mobile phones. www.ibpsguide.com
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a) Himachal Pradesh b) Rajasthan c) Karnataka d) Jammu and Kashmir e) Madhya Pradesh Answer: d) Explanation: The government is planning to send examination results to students of Jammu and Kashmir Board of School Education through SMS on their mobile phones. The state's Education Minister Naeem Akhtar has directed the board's officials to start text services. He also asked officials to establish an elearning cell at the board's office for the transition to digital mode. 153). Hanamanthappa Koppad the indian soldier who died after he was miraculously rescued alive from beneath the snow six days after an avalanche hit is awarded with _______ a) Nausena Medal b) Sena Medal c) Yudh Seva Medal d) Samar Seva Star e) Kirti Chakra Answer: b) Explanation: The soldier who died after he was miraculously rescued alive from beneath the snow six days after an avalanche hit his post in Siachen Glacier, Lance Naik Hanamanthappa Koppad, was awarded the Sena Medal on Sunday. Along with him, fifteen other soldiers will be awarded gallantry awards, of which five were martyred. 154). India has recently (on January) test fired the missile named _________ in Odisha coast. a) Akash b) Barak 8 c) Shaurya d) Pinaka Mark-II e) Agni-IV Answer: d) Explanation: India on Thursday successfully test-fired guided rocket Pinaka Mark-II from a defence test facility off Odisha coast. The rocket was fired from a multi-barrel rocket launcher (MBRL). The weapon's capability to incorporate several types of warheads makes it deadly for the enemy as it can even destroy their solid structures and bunkers, said a defence official. 155). Which team has won the recently concluded Ranji Trophy title against Mumbai ? a) Tamil nadu cricket team b) Jharkhand cricket team c) India Red Team d) India A team e) Gujarat cricket team Answer: e) www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Explanation: Gujarat won their first ever Ranji Trophy title beating Mumbai by five wickets in the final at the Holkar stadium in Indore on Saturday. Our correspondent reports that Parthiv Patel‟s 143 and Munprit Juneja‟s 54 runs helped Gujrat to chase down the highest successful chase in the final at the historic Holkar stadium. 156). Surjit Singh Barnala who is a member of Shiromani Akali Dal passed away at the age of 91 belongs to which field ? a) Musician b) Reporter c) Politician d) Journalist e) Writer Answer: c) Explanation: Former Punjab Chief Minister Surjit Singh Barnala passed away at the age of 91 on Saturday. Barnala was a Shiromani Akali Dal member and had served as the Chief Minister of the state from 19851987. The BJP made Barnala the Vice Presidential candidate in 1997 but he lost the elections. Barnala had also served as the first Governor of Uttarakhand. 157). A Contract of Rs.5 crore for the production of drones, which is baged by _______ of 14-year-old from Gujarat for his design. a) Harshwardhan Zala b) Nithu Chandhru c) Amrish Dala d) chaman bahar e) Rishi dev Answer: a) Explanation: A 14-year-old from Gujarat, Harshwardhan Zala, has received a Rs.5 crore contract from the state government for the production of drones designed by him. The drone, made for the detection of landmines, can send out waves up to eight square meters while it is two feet above the ground. It can also carry a bomb to destroy landmines. 158). Michael Lynton who is former CEO of Sony Entertainment has now become the chairman of ____ company. a) LinkedIn b) YouTube c) Alphabet Inc d) Snap Inc e) Ubisoft Entertainment Answer: d) Explanation: Sony Entertainment CEO Michael Lynton will step down to become the Chairman of the Board of messaging app Snapchat's owner Snap Inc. Lynton, who joined Sony 13 years ago, will give up his position at the firm's movie and television unit on February 2. Notably, Snap is preparing for an initial public offering, which could value it at $25 billion. www.ibpsguide.com
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159). January 16 of every year is declared as __________ day in accordance with a yearly tradition by former US President Barack Obama a) Religious Freedom b) Ordinance Day c) Democratic Day d) Leaders Day e) White House Day Answer: a) Explanation: US President Barack Obama has declared January 16 as Religious Freedom Day in accordance with a yearly tradition. Urging his countrymen to stand against religious intolerance, Obama said, "religious freedom is a principle based not on shared ancestry, culture, ethnicity, or faith but on a shared commitment to liberty." He further said that America's strength comes from its diversity. 160). Border Security Force (BSF) has recently launched operation __________ , at the western international border of Rajasthan. a) Surgical Strike b) Anti-tunneling operation c) Sard Hawa d) Operation Cold e) Green Hunt Answer: c) Explanation: Border Security Force (BSF) launched operation „Sard Hawa‟ at the western international border of Rajasthan, under which vigil will be beefedup to check the instances of infiltration due to the dense fog in the area. The operation will continue till 28 January 2017. The purpose of the operation is to keep a hawk‟s eye on the international border, where vigil has been beefed-up and officers have also been asked to be part of the operation to motivate jawans. 161). India's present rank ______ in global index of talent competitiveness released by INSEAD Produced in partnership with The Adecco Group and the Human Capital Leadership Institute of Singapore (HCLI) a) 78th b) 89th c) 95th d) 92nd e) 84th Answer: d) Explanation: India has slipped 3 places to 92nd rank on the global index of talent competitiveness that measures how countries grow, attract and retain talent, a list topped by Switzerland. India‟s ranking is worst among the five BRICS countries. While China was ranked at the 54th place, Russian Federation was placed at 56th, followed by South Africa at 67th and Brazil 81st. Switzerland topped the overall index, followed by Singapore and the United Kingdom in second and third places respectively. www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL 162). _______ is the mobile app which provides detailed information related to special economic zones is launched by Commerce Ministry. a) E-Com India b) COM India c) E-Zone India d) ECO SPL Zone e) SEZ India Answer: e) Explanation: The Commerce Ministry has launched a mobile app "SEZ India‟ which provides detailed information related to special economic zones. The app was launched under the ministry's e- Governance initiatives. The app and would help the SEZ units and developers to find information easily and track their transactions on SEZ Online System. Developers and units can now file all their transactions digitally through this system and track the status. 163). In 62nd Jio Filmfare Awards 2017 ________ has been awarded with the Lifetime Achievement Award for his work in film industry. a) Shatrughan Sinha b) Om Puri c) Naseeruddin Shah d) Anupam Kher e) Arjun Rampal Answer: a) Explanation: Shatrughan Sinha, who completed close to five decades in the film industry, was presented the Lifetime Achievement Award at the 62nd Jio Filmfare Awards 2017. Veteran filmmaker Subhash Ghai, who has worked with Sinha in five films, was on stage to raise a toast to him, before the Lifetime Achievement Award was presented. The award, which is his first Filmfare, was presented to him by daughter and actress Sonakshi Sinha. 164). _______ Corporation in Kerala state has become the first Elderly-Friendly Corporation in the state. a) Kochi b) Kollam c) Kannur d) Kozhikode e) Thrissur Answer: d) Explanation: In Kerala, the Kozhikode Corporation has become the first Elderly-Friendly Corporation in the state. As part of the elderly friendly status, the Corporation has begun to collect basic details of all the senior citizens in the city through its 543 Anganwadis, in 75 wards. Senior citizen‟s club will also be set up under every Anganwadi and there will be a ward-level apex committee for the running of these clubs. 165). Who is going become the interim CEO of the public broadcaster 'Prasar Bharati Board' after S C Panda retires in February www.ibpsguide.com
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a) Jawhar Sircar b) Rajeev Singh c) Surya Prakash d) Shri Muzaffar Ali e) Sunil Alagh Answer: b) Explanation: Rajeev Singh, Member (Finance) in Prasar Bharati Board, will take charge as interim CEO of the public broadcaster after S C Panda retires in February. The previous CEO Jawhar Sircar had quit in October last year, a few months before his tenure was due to end, following which Panda, who is Member (Personnel), was made the acting CEO. However, Panda is also due to retire in February. 166). _______ country has got lifted of economic embargo that remained for the past 20-years by United States. a) Cuba b) Jordan c) Gambia d) Sudan e) Liberia Answer: d) Explanation: The United States has announced the end of a 20-year economic embargo on Sudan, lifting trade and financial sanctions in an effort to foster ties with the Sudanese government. The announcement made by outgoing President Barack Obama's administration on Friday comes after an executive order to permanently repeal a range of sanctions as a result of Sudan's efforts to improve security in the region.



167). India ranks ____ in Inclusive Development Index. a) 70th b) 53rd c) 60th d) 67th e) 72nd Answer: c) Explanation: India has been ranked 60th among 79 developing economies, below China (15), Nepal (27) and Pakistan (52), in World Economic Forum's Inclusive Development Index. Lithuania topped the list of 79 developing countries followed by Azerbaijan and Hungary. IDI is based on 12 performance indicators having three pillars – Growth and Development, Inclusion and Intergenerational Equity, and Sustainability. 168). _______ tourist train from Guwahati launched by North-East Frontial (NF) Railways in Assam. a) Gatimaan b) Aastha Circuit c) Sealdah Duronto d) Talgo www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL e) Garib Rath Answer: b) Explanation: In Assam, the North-East Frontial (NF) Railways has announced the launch of Aastha Circuit Tourist Train from Guwahati. The new train would take travellers to a mix of popular pilgrimage destinations across the eastern part of the country at affordable rates. For the first time, this type of special dedicated tourist train was being originated from NF Railway. 169). The Bhopal Nagar Nigam (BNG) has announced a fine of ______ per person will be levied for open defecation. a) Rs.200 b) Rs.250 c) Rs.1000 d) Rs.500 e) Rs. 700 Answer: d) Explanation: The Bhopal Nagar Nigam (BNG) has announced that a fine of Rs.500 per person will be levied for open defecation and if not complied, then the whole family will be fined Rs.500 per member. "if labour working for builder is found defecating in open, builder will be fined Rs.10,000; if act is repeated, fine will be doubled," it added. 170). A financing agreement worth _____ dollars has been signed between India and World Bank for Nagaland Health Project a) 23 million b) 48 million c) 55 million d) 71 million e) 86 million Answer: b) Explanation: India has signed a financing agreement with World Bank for 48 million dollars for Nagaland Health Project. About six lakh people will directly benefit from the Health Project with improvements in higher-level facilities as well as system-wide investments. The objective of the project is to improve health services in Nagaland. Communities in targeted locations will benefit from project activities at the community and health facility levels. 171). The last man to walk on Moon, who passed away aged 82 ? a) Eugene Cernan b) Michael E. Brown c) Frank Drake d) Allan Sandage e) Thomas Gold Answer: a) Explanation: Eugene Cernan, the last man to walk on Moon, passed away aged 82 on Monday. An American astronaut and a retired Naval officer, Cernan landed on www.ibpsguide.com
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Moon in December 1972 during NASA's Apollo 17 mission. It became the longest lunar landing flight of 301 hours and 51 minutes and made Cernan the eleventh person to land on Moon. 172). Indian government has postpone the date of implementing GST from April 1 to ______ of this year? a) December 15 b) June 1 c) August 15 d) July 1 e) October 1 Answer: d) Explanation: The government on Monday deferred rolling out the GST regime to July 1, 2017, during a meeting of the GST Council led by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley. The government earlier set April 1 as the GST roll-out deadline. The Council has remained deadlocked with states seeking sole powers to control assessees with an annual turnover of up to Rs.1.5 crore. 173). A foundation stone has been laid in ________, for world's largest cricket stadium in terms of seating capacity. a) Ahmedabad b) Visakhapatnam c) Thiruvananthapuram d) Nagpur e) Pune Answer: a) Explanation: The foundation of the world's largest cricket stadium in terms of seating capacity has been laid in Ahmedabad. The total cost of the stadium, which will have a seating capacity of around 1.10 lakh, is estimated at Rs.700 crores. The stadium will have 76 corporate boxes, four dressing rooms, a clubhouse and an Olympic-size swimming pool among other facilities. 174). A series of welfare measures for the Army personnel and their families living in the state is announced by _________ state government. a) Odisha b) Punjab c) Mizoram d) Gujarat e) Telangana Answer: e) Explanation: Telangana state government today announced a series of welfare measures for the Army personnel and their families living in the state including creation of a Special Army Welfare Fund. Chief Minister Chandrasekhar Rao announced this in the Assembly today. He said the Special Fund will be provided to the tune of 80 crore rupees annually for the welfare of the Army personnel and their families. 175). The 2nd Raisina Dialogue held recently in ______. a) Jaipur www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL b) Ahmadabad c) Agra d) New Delhi e) Pune Answer: d) Explanation: Prime Minister Narendra Modi will address the 2nd Raisina Dialogue in New Delhi today evening. The Dialogue held annually is India’s flagship geo-political conference organized by External Affairs Ministry in partnership with the Observer Research Foundation. Within a short span, it has emerged as a much awaited global conference in the international calendar. 176). _________ state government has implemented the of 7th Pay Commission to the employees of the State government with effect from January 2016 a) Uttar Pradesh b) Jharkhand c) Haryana d) Manipur e) Kerala Answer: b) Explanation: Jharkhand government has decided to give the benefit of 7th Pay Commission to the employees of the State government with effect from January 2016. This was decided yesterday evening at a Cabinet meeting chaired by Chief Minister Raghuwar Das. The new pay scale will benefit two lakh 29 thousands employees of the state government and will bring additional expenditure of 2500 crores annually. 177). Kerala state tourism board has planned to setup virtual reality kiosks at _______. a) Railway Station b) Airports c) National Parks d) Universities e) Collector Office Answer: b) Explanation: Kerala Tourism is planning to set up virtual reality kiosks at major airports of the country, an official said. The first such kiosk was put up at the Delhi airport last month, and another one is in the process of being operationalised in Mumbai, the official added. The kiosk will bring to life the backwaters of Kerala, officials stated. 178). _______ village in meghalaya has become the Asia’s cleanest village . a) Amlarem b) Rongram c) Dalu d) Mawlynnong e) Ranikor Answer: d) Explanation: In Meghalaya, Mawlynnong village has become a role model for other states in maintaining www.ibpsguide.com
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cleanliness. Termed as Asia’s cleanest village, Mawlynnong has become tourists' hotspot. The Secretary of the village committee said, all 90 families of the village constructed toilets in 1989. Under Swachh Bharat Mission, three public toilets have been constructed in the village. Over 500 tourists from across the country and abroad visit the village daily, which is located 80 kilometers away from capital Shillong. 179). Five government-owned General Insurance Companies got approval from _________ for its in stock exchanges. a) The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs b) Reserve Bank of India c) Securities and Exchange Board of India d) National Stock Exchange e) Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority Answer: a) Explanation: The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) has given in-principle approval for listing five government-owned General Insurance Companies in stock exchanges. Briefing media in New Delhi this afternoon after a Cabinet meeting, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said, the listing will open way for the companies to raise resources from the capital market to meet their fund requirements. He said, shareholding of these companies will be divested from 100 per cent to 75 per cent. The companies are New India Assurance, United India Insurance, Oriental Insurance, National Insurance and General Insurance. 180). _______ company has announced its investment about $8.5 million (over Rs.57.7 crore) in India a) Cisco b) Google c) IBM d) Intel e) Qualcomm Answer: e) Explanation: Qualcomm has announced that it will invest $8.5 million (over Rs.57.7 crore) in India with an aim to expand its digital design initiatives in the country. The company also announced the winners of the Qualcomm Design in India Challenge launched in 2015 in association with Nasscom. The winning startups, Carnot Technologies, iFuture Robotics and Uncanny Vision, received Rs.68 lakh each. 181). Indian Air Force has recently place the order for black box with _______ ? a) Honeywell Aerospace b) Drone Aerospace Systems c) Hindustan Aeronautics Limited d) Altran India e) Acumen Aviation Answer: c) www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Explanation: The Indian Air Force has placed orders with Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) for black boxes. This comes after a successful trial of the black boxes which were developed by HAL. Notably, India will not have to purchase black boxes from other countries as they will be manufactured within the country itself. 182). Longest-ever Australian Open match in terms of the number of games played between Ivo Karlovic and a) MattRobert b) Horacio Zeballos c) Johanna Konta d) StephaneRoger e) AlbertRaonic Answer: b) Explanation: Croatia's Ivo Karlovic and Argentina's Horacio Zeballos' first round match on Tuesday became the longest-ever Australian Open match in terms of the number of games played. The match, which ended with Karlovic winning 6-7, 3-6, 7-5, 6-2, 22-20 in 5 hours and 15 minutes, featured 84 games. The fifth set featured 42 games, taking 2 hours, 37 minutes to finish. 183). Former Indian cricketer whose name is included in the Legends Club 'Hall of Fame'? a) Sunil Gavaskar b) Kapil Dev c) Sachin tendulkar d) Ravi Sasthri e) Rahul Dravid Answer: b) Explanation: Former Indian captain Kapil Dev was inducted into the Legends Club 'Hall of Fame' at the Cricket Club of India in Mumbai on Tuesday. He was presented with a citation by ex-India player Madhav Apte, with former India captains Ajit Wadekar, Sunil Gavaskar and Nari Contractor also in attendance. Gavaskar was already inducted in the Hall of Fame in 2013. 184). Who is elected as the new President of the European Parliament ? a) Silvio Berlusconi b) Antonio guterres c) Ivan Rogers d) Antonio Tajani e) Irina Bokova Answer: d) Explanation: Italian conservative Antonio Tajani has been elected the new President of the European Parliament. Mr Tajani is a former spokesman for Italy's Silvio Berlusconi and an ex-European commissioner. He defeated another Italian, Gianni Pitella, and will take over from Germany's Martin Schulz. Mr Tajani secured 351 votes, against 282 for Mr Pittella, a socialist. The contest ran to the maximum four rounds. www.ibpsguide.com
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185). _________ company has announced that will open a 'Startup Garage' in Station F, the world's biggest startup campus. a) Apple b) Flipkart c) Google d) Facebook e) Microsoft Answer: d) Explanation: Facebook Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg has announced that the social media major will open a 'Startup Garage' in Station F, the world's biggest startup campus. Facebook will work with 10 to 15 startups every six months in the Paris-based campus. Station F will host over 1,000 startups and is expected to begin operations from April this year. 186). ' Pratibha-Parva' is observed in all the government middle schools of _________ ? a) Madhya Pradesh b) West Bengal c) Assam d) Andhra Pradesh e) Bihar Answer: a) Explanation: In Madhya Pradesh, a three day PratibhaParva is being observed in all the government middle schools from today. Our correspondent reports that the evaluation of academic achievements of 78 lakh students pursuing studies in class 1 to 8 is being made during the Parv. Subject based evaluation will be made of students in one lakh 14 thousand government schools in the first two days. The progress in basic capabilities and subject based capabilities will be evaluated with cooperation of UNICEF. 187). 58th India International Garment Fair - IIGF inaugurated by Textiles Minister Smriti Irani at ________ a) Mumbai b) New Delhi c) Jaipur d) Nagpur e) Lucknow Answer: b) Explanation: Textiles Minister Smriti Irani today inaugurated the 58th India International Garment Fair - IIGF at Pragati Maidan in New Delhi. On the occassion Mrs Irani said the three-day fair provides a platform to overseas garment buyers to source products and forge business relationships with Indian players in the apparel and fashion accessories domain. She said the fair will gave great benefit to the Indian emerging export players. More than 130 participants from 14 states are participating in the fair and nearly one thousand byers are coming on first day.
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL 188). India ranked ____ in a list of the world's strongest passports, as it offers visa-free or visa on arrival facilities to 46 countries, a) 75th b) 64th c) 78th d) 92nd e) 84th Answer: c) Explanation: The Indian passport has ranked 78th in a list of the world's strongest passports, as it offers visafree or visa on arrival facilities to 46 countries, according to financial advisory firm Arton Capital. Afghanistan's passport has been rated the weakest, with a rank of 95, while Pakistan's passport has been placed second lowest, occupying the 94th position. 189). ______ has been appointed as Tata Motor's Additional Director and Chairman of the board a) Ishaat Hussain b) Venu Srinivasan c) Amit Chandra d) Ranendra Sen e) N Chandrasekaran Answer: e) Explanation: Tata Motors on Tuesday appointed Natarajan Chandrasekaran as an Additional Director and Chairman of the board with immediate effect. The appointment comes within a week of Tata Sons announcing former Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) CEO Chandrasekaran as its new Chairman. Notably, Chandrasekaran is the first non-Parsi chairman of the 150-year-old Tata Group. 190). Which city has topped world's most dynamic cities list, released by real estate consultancy firm Jones Lang LaSalle at the World Economic Forum ? a) Chennai b) New Delhi c) Mumbai d) Bengaluru e) Kochi Answer: d) Explanation: Bengaluru has topped the world's most dynamic cities list, released by real estate consultancy firm Jones Lang LaSalle at the World Economic Forum. While Hyderabad is fifth on the list, Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai and Pune are other Indian cities that have made to the top 30. Notably, USA's Silicon Valley is third on the list, while China's Shanghai is fourth. 191). _______ has become the the country's first cashless island under its Digital India programme. a) Salsette b) Sagar c) Kavvayi d) Divar e) Karang www.ibpsguide.com
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Answer: e) Explanation: The Centre, under its Digital India programme, has announced Karang in Manipur as the country's first cashless island. The Karang island is located in the middle of Loktak lake, the largest freshwater lake in the North Eastern part of India. This comes after campaigns on cashless transactions were held by the island's boat association and other bodies from January 9-12. 192). Actress Priyanka Chopra won the 'Favourite Dramatic TV Actress' award for her role in ______ at the 2017 People's Choice Awards in Los Angeles a) Quantico b) Empire c) House of Cards d) The Wire e) Grey's Anatomy Answer: a) Explanation: Priyanka Chopra has won the 'Favourite Dramatic TV Actress' award for her role in Quantico at the 2017 People's Choice Awards in Los Angeles. This is Priyanka's second People's Choice award, after winning the 'Favourite Actress in a New TV Series' award last year for the same series. Priyanka plays FBI recruit Alex Parrish in the American drama series. 193). A 65-year-old woman shooter , set a record at the recently-concluded National Shooting Championship in Pune ? a) Sathiya Devi b) Sujitha Sri c) Anuradha Sri d) Nirmal Yadav e) Anupama Answer: b) Explanation: Nirmal Yadav, a 65-year-old woman shooter from Delhi, set a record at the recentlyconcluded National Shooting Championship in Pune. She shot 341/400 in the Veteran Women's 10-metre Air Pistol event to claim the national record in the category. Nirmal, wife of a former Major General, started shooting two years back and has won gold at a national championship last year. 194). Which state government recently announced the pay hike for its employees ranging between 63% to124% ? a) Odisha b) Punjab c) Uttarkhand d) Rajasthan e) Gujarat Answer: e) Explanation: The Gujarat government on Wednesday approved a pay hike for its employees ranging between 63% to124%, which will reflect in their salaries from February 1. The hike was decided as per www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL the pay matrix of the Seventh Pay Commission, Deputy CM Nitin Patel said. This move would reportedly benefit over 1.18 lakh fixed-pay employees and comes following protests by them. 195). ______ E-commerce company launched a SOS feature on the mobile app meant for its delivery staff in case of an emergency. a) Amazon b) Flipkart c) Ebay d) Snap Deal e) None of these Answer: b) Explanation: E-commerce platform Flipkart has launched a SOS feature on the mobile app meant for its delivery staff which will alert the nearest field executives in case of an emergency. The project has been titled 'Nanjunda' after a delivery man who was murdered in Bengaluru last month by a gym trainer who did not have money to pay for his order. 196). _______ web portal is launched for continuous monitoring of the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) a) ShikAbi b) SSA Portal c) ShaGun d) ShaAbi e) None of these Answer: c) Explanation: For continuous monitoring of the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Union HRD Minister Prakash Javadekar on Wednesday launched a dedicated web portal 'ShaGun', which has been prepared in collaboration with the World Bank. The portal will assess the performance of states and union territories on key parameters. It would also contain a repository of positive stories in the field of education. 197). Which country has introduced new denomination banknotes ranging from 500 to 20,000 ? a) Tunisia b) Uzbekistan c) Vietnam d) Venezuela e) Zimbabwe Answer: d) Explanation: Venezuela's President Nicolás Maduro on Monday authorised new banknotes ranging from 500 to 20,000 bolivars to deal with the soaring inflation in the country. He also extended the deadline for exchanging 100 bolivar notes, formerly the highest denomination in the country, for the third time until February 20. Notably, inflation in Venezuela is expected to reach 1,600% this year. 198). 28th Dantan Gramin Mela , the fair which display the rural handicraft skills of the people of the region held in _______? www.ibpsguide.com
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a) Assam b) Mizoram c) Punjab d) Bihar e) West Bengal Answer: e) Explanation: President Pranab Mukherjee is due to inaugurate the 28th Dantan Gramin Mela in West Midnapore district in West Bengal in a few hours time. He is on a 4-day visit to West Bengal. The fair will display the rural handicraft skills of the people of the region. The different goods ranging from textile to terracotta will be on display. 199). HDFC bank has recently reduced its retail prime lending rate (RPLR) by _____ per cent a) 0.15 b) 0.25 c) 0.30 d) 0.10 e) 0.20 Answer: a) Explanation: Mortgage lender HDFC Ltd has reduced its retail prime lending rate (RPLR) by 0.15 per cent with effect from today, HDFC Ltd said in a statement. The reduction in RPLR will also be applicable on loans to Non-Resident Indians (NRIs)/PIO’s card holders, it said. 200). Micro-blogging site's mobile app developer platform 'Fabric' bought by ? a) Facebook b) Twitter c) Google d) Microsoft e) Wechat Answer: c) Explanation: Search giant Google, which earlier stepped away from buying Twitter, on Thursday acquired the micro-blogging site's mobile app developer platform 'Fabric' for an undisclosed amount. Twitter launched Fabric in 2014 to allow developers to pick and choose different tools to improve their apps. Google will continue to operate Fabric and its related tools. 201). A new 'Research Park' for startups, and set up R&D centres in _______ for promoting entrepreneurship a) Mahatma Gandhi Kashi Vidyapith b) IIT Bombay c) Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University d) Gujarat Technological University e) IIT Kanpur Answer: b) Explanation: Indian Institute of Bombay is set to build a 'Research Park' for startups, and set up R&D centres in the institute for promoting entrepreneurship. The development will help students get an industrial www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL exposure into real-world applications of their chosen fields. The innovation hub will be located on the outskirts of the campus and is scheduled to be completed by 2023. 202). A stand at Kolkata's Eden Gardens stadium will be named after former cricketer ________ a) Virender Sehwag b) Kapil Dev c) Sourav Ganguly d) Sachin Tendulkar e) Rahul Dravid Answer: c) Explanation: Ex-India captain and Cricket Association of Bengal (CAB) President Sourav Ganguly will have a stand named after him at Kolkata's Eden Gardens stadium. The announcement was made after the CAB authorities received permission from the Army, who is the custodian of the property where the stadium is located. A stand will also be named after late BCCI President Jagmohan Dalmiya. 203). Donald Trump has became the ____ President of the United States of America . a) 41st b) 52nd c) 43rd d) 49th e) 45th Answer: e) Explanation: Donald Trump will be sworn-in as 45th President of the United States today He will assume office just ten weeks after stunning America and the world by winning the US Presidential election. Chief Justice of Supreme Court John Roberts will administer him the oath of office using a Trump family bible and one known as the Lincoln Bible. Mr Trump will replace Barack Obama in the White House. 204). Who has been appointed as the new Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) Director ? a) Alok Verma b) AK Singh c) Dattatray Padsalgikar d) GM Prabhu Rajasekhar Reddy e) C Sylendra Babu Answer: a) Explanation: A three-member panel headed by PM Narendra Modi on Thursday appointed Delhi Police Commissioner Alok Verma as the new Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) Director for a two-year term, reports said. Verma, who is a 1979 batch Indian Police Service (IPS) officer, has not served with the CBI earlier and has only worked with the Vigilance Bureau. 205). Rs ______ crore has been sanctioned from world bank to the complete upgradation and improvement of the power system network in Tripura. a) 1,500 www.ibpsguide.com
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b) 1,274 c) 1,376 d) 1,745 e) 1,448 Answer: c) Explanation: The World Bank has sanctioned Rs.1,376 crore for the complete upgradation and improvement of the power system network in Tripura, state Power Minister Manik Dey said on Thursday. The project has been divided into five phases and SPML Infra Ltd has bagged the contract for the first phase. The first phase would cost around Rs.461 crore. 206). Which city has been declared as the 2nd capital of Himachal Pradesh ? a) Dehradun b) Khajjiar c) Naggar d) Rampur e) Dharamshala Answer: e) Explanation: Himachal Pradesh CM Virbhadra Singh on Thursday declared Dharamshala as the second capital of the state. Adding that Dharamshala has a history of its own, the CM said it fully deserved to be the second capital after Shimla. The Himachal government is expected to make Dharamshala its winter capital and shift the government to Dharamshala for two months in winter. 207). _______ Indian footballer, who joined Barcelonabased football team 'Club Esportiu Jupiter', which plays in the fourth division of Spanish football a) Sunil Chhetri b) Jayesh Raimalani c) Robin Singh d) Arata Izumi e) Arnab Mondal Answer: b) Explanation: Jayesh Raimalani, a young Indian footballer, has joined Barcelona-based football team 'Club Esportiu Jupiter', which plays in the fourth division of Spanish football. Raimalani is a former student of Ajmer's Mayo College and has reportedly been training in Europe for the last two years. The deal was facilitated by an Indo-Spanish football venture called Spaindia Football, based out of Barcelona. 208). Jammu and Kashmir has received ______ crore from Central government as special assistance during current financial year . a) 2,207 b) 1,892 c) 2,432 d) 2,019 e) 2,604 Answer: a) www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Explanation: Centre has sanctioned over 2,207 crore rupees to Jammu and Kashmir as special assistance during current financial year to expedite completion of area-specific schemes. This includes over 1093 crore rupees for permanent restoration of damaged structure in the state. 209). _______ team has won the 2nd edition of Pro Wrestling League a) Haryana Hammers b) Mumbai Maharathi c) Delhi Sultans d) Punjab Royals e) Jaipur Ninjas. Answer: d) Explanation: Punjab Royals came back twice from behind to defeat Haryana Hammers 5-4 in the final of the Pro Wrestling League in Delhi on Thursday and claim the title. Rio Olympics gold medalist and Punjab captain Vladimir Khinchegashvili defeated Haryana's Sandeep Tomar in one of the final bouts. Punjab were runners-up in the last edition of the tournament. 210). 27th edition of its annual management and cultural fest, Transcend 2017 will take place in _____ a) Lucknow b) Pune c) Delhi d) Kolkata e) Visakhapatnam Answer: b) Explanation: Symbiosis Institute of Business Management, Pune is holding the 27th edition of its annual management and cultural fest, Transcend 2017 from January 20-22 at the Lavale campus. Transcend 2017 will host over 20 events including those related to marketing and HR. The Pro-Show lineup at Transcend 2017 will feature Comedy Central's Sahil Shah, Sunburn, and Raftaar. 211). State Bank of India (SBI) has installed its ATM recently in India's largest warship ________ a) INS Satpura b) INS Vikrant c) INS Viraat d) INS Vikramaditya e) INS Jalashwa Answer: d) Explanation: India's largest warship INS Vikramaditya is going to get an ATM onboard tomorrow, making it the 2nd Indian warship to have an ATM. The ATM will belong to India's largest lender State Bank of India (SBI). Further, it will be operated through a satellite link and the services will begin from Saturday evening. 212). First executive order signed by new US President Donald Trump is __________. a) H1B Visa b) Obamacare www.ibpsguide.com
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c) Exit from UN d) New Employement e) US-Russian Deal Answer: b) Explanation: : US President Donald Trump on Friday signed his first executive order, directing government agencies to scale back Obamacare. During his campaigns, Trump had promised to dismantle the health care law, which required Americans to have health insurance or pay a tax penalty. Notably, the Senate last week voted to draft a legislation repealing Barack Obama's Affordable Care Act or Obamacare. 213). Amit Singhal the former head of Google Search now appointed Senior Vice President of Engineering in ______ a) Flipkart b) Paytm c) Uber d) Microsoft e) Freecharge Answer: c) Explanation: Uttar Pradesh-born former head of Google Search Amit Singhal has announced his appointment as Uber's Senior Vice President of Engineering. Singhal, who worked at Google for 15 years, shared a picture of himself with Uber CEO Travis Kalanick captioned, "Catching the next ride of my professional journey with @travisk at @Uber." He will also help grow the startup's self-driving program. 214). All India Football Federation President , who is appointed as a member of the FIFA Finance Committee (2017-2021) ? a) Ravi Shankar b) Margaret Georgiadis c) Rasika Joshi d) Praful Patel e) Bhramagupta Answer: d) Explanation: All India Football Federation President, Praful Patel was appointed as a member of the FIFA Finance Committee (2017-2021) on Thursday. Patel was also appointed as the Senior Vice-President of Asian Football Confederation (AFC) in December 2016. The FIFA Finance Committee monitors the financial management and advises the FIFA Executive Committee on financial matters and asset management. 215). Which type of banks are not authorised to accept deposits under the Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Deposit Scheme (PMGKDS) a) Regional Rural Bank b) private sector Banks c) foreign banks d) public sector banks e) Co-operative Banks www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Answer: e) Explanation: Government today clarified that Cooperative Banks are not authorised to accept deposits under the Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Deposit Scheme (PMGKDS). The scheme allows assessees to disclose previously unaccounted and undeclared income under its ambit. 216). Manipur's first crowd-funded party Peoples' Resurgence and Justice Alliance (PRJA) started by ? a) Mohammed Alimuddin b) Raj Kumar Ranbir Singh c) Irom Sharmila d) bijeesh dasan e) darshan raval Answer: c) Explanation: Political activist Irom Sharmila's political party Peoples' Resurgence and Justice Alliance (PRJA), which was launched in October last year, is Manipur's first crowd-funded party. Explaining why the party adopted the approach for raising funds, party convener Erendro Leichonbam said, "We want this campaign to be powered by people. We are soliciting money from people to fight corruption in Manipur. 217). ________ has become the 48th Vice President of the United States a) Mike Pence b) George Mitchell c) Sean Spicer d) Joe Biden e) Steven Mnuchin Answer: a) Explanation: Mike Pence was sworn in as the 48th Vice President of the United States at the Inauguration Day ceremony in Washington DC. Pence took oath with his hand on a pair of Bibles– his personal copy and another that belonged to his political idol, Ronald Reagan. Pence had earlier served as the Governor of Indiana. 218). James Mattis is newly appointed as the US _________ in Donald Trump administration. a) Secretary of State b) Secretary of Defence c) Secretary of Commerce d) Secretary of Treasury e) Secretary of Labour Answer: b) Explanation: Retired General James Mattis was sworn in as US Secretary of Defence on Friday, making him the first cabinet member of President Donald Trump to be cleared to take office. The Senate's 98-1 vote confirmed his appointment, as Trump signed a waiver exempting Mattis from a law that blocked senior officers from leading the Pentagon within seven years of retirement. www.ibpsguide.com
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219). _______ has been recently included in judging panel of the upcoming 65th edition of the Miss Universe pageant. a) Sushmita Sen b) Aishwarya Rai c) Lara Dutta d) Yukta Mookhey e) None of these Answer: a) Explanation: Former Miss Universe Sushmita Sen has confirmed that she is on the judging panel of the upcoming 65th edition of the Miss Universe pageant. She was crowned Miss Universe in Manila, Philippines in 1994. "I am so excited, emotional and looking forward to returning home to the #Philippines after #23years... it’s where it all began," she wrote on Instagram. 220). Manipur, Tripura and Meghalaya the 3 state jointly celebrate January 21st of every year as _____ a) Yaoshang b) Lui-ngai- ni c) Heikru Hitongba d) Statehood Day e) Wangala Festival Answer: d) Explanation: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Saturday wished joy and prosperity for the people of Manipur, Tripura and Meghalaya on the occasion of their 45th Statehood Day. The three states attained statehood in 1972 under the North-Eastern Areas (Reorganisation) Act, 1971. While Meghalaya was a part of Assam before becoming a full-fledged state, Manipur and Tripura were Union Territories before 1972. 221). A new world record done by ________ people singing the National Anthem at an event in Gujarat a) 1.27 lakh b) 3.5 lakh c) 2.7 lakh d) 3.4 lakh e) 3.8 lakh Answer: b) Explanation: Over 3.5 lakh people on Saturday set a new world record by singing the National Anthem at an event in Gujarat, reports said. The event was organised during the installation of an idol of goddess Khodiyar at a newly-built Khodal Dham temple in Rajkot's Kagvad. We received a certificate of record from Guinness World Records, a temple official said. 222). Which cricket stadium in india is going to have the name of Indian war heros to its stands a) Wankhede Stadium b) Eden Gardens c) Feroz Shah Kotla Ground d) Green Park Stadium e) Lal Bahadur Shastri Stadium www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Answer: b) Explanation: : Kolkata's Eden Gardens will become the first Indian stadium to have stands named after war heroes, after Cricket Association of Bengal President Sourav Ganguly announced that two stands will be dedicated to soldiers. The Army, which owns the land on which the stadium is located, is yet to finalise the names, which will be unveiled before the next international match. 223). Which state is going to implement world's 1st electronic mode postal ballots ? a) Bihar b) Manipur c) Punjab d) Goa e) Uttarakhand Answer: d) Explanation: Goa will become the first state in India and across the globe to opt for electronic transmission of postal ballot to service voters in the upcoming elections, Chief Election Commissioner Nasim Zaidi said. The voters can download the ballot, fill it and send it via email. Notably, Goa has 822 service voters working in defence, paramilitary or diplomatic missions. 224). _________ state government has decided to to give a stipend to students belonging to two tribal communities of Koraga and Jenu Kuruba. a) Punjab b) Gujarat c) Karnataka d) Jharkhand e) Kerala Answer: c) Explanation: The Karnataka government has decided to give a stipend to students belonging to two tribal communities, Koraga and Jenu Kuruba, until they get a job. The initiative is aimed at encouraging the people of these communities to pursue education. The population of both these communities is also declining, said Social Welfare Minister H Anjaneya. 225). _________ city police has been given body-worn cameras. a) Mumbai b) Kolkata c) Chandigarh d) Bhubaneswar e) Gurugram Answer: e) Explanation: The Gurugram Police has been given body-worn cameras, which will be attached to a policeman's uniform, for better patrolling. Violators behave properly with cops because the recordings can be used as evidence of unruly activities, said an officer. The cameras, imported from the United Kingdom, are www.ibpsguide.com
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encrypted and it is not possible to delete or overwrite footage. 226). world's longest human chain, covering an estimated distance of _______ kilometres formed against alcoholism and liquor in Bihar a) 12,729 b) 11,292 c) 11,467 d) 10,853 e) 11,041 Answer: b) Explanation: Bihar on Saturday claimed to have formed the world's longest human chain, covering an estimated distance of 11,292 kilometres, involving over two crore citizens against alcoholism and liquor. Bihar CM Nitish Kumar joined hands with Lalu Prasad and other political party leaders to start the 45minute-long chain. The previous record was the 1,050km human chain formed in Bangladesh. 227). a high-speed train system aimed of travel at speeds of up to 1,000 kmph is planned to develop by _________ country in next three years . a) Japan b) Germany c) South Korea d) South Africa e) China Answer: c) Explanation: South Korea is planning to develop a high-speed train system in the next three years, aimed to travel at speeds of up to 1,000 kmph. Based on a hyper-tube technology, that propels floating pod-like vehicles through tubes under partial vacuum, the train will travel from Seoul to Busan in half an hour, instead of the current time of three hours. 228). Which state has planned to plant saplings along its state highways in accordance with Centre's National Green Highways mission ? a) Andhra pradesh b) Gujarat c) Madhya Pradesh d) Chhattisgarh e) Karnataka Answer: e) Explanation: The Karnataka government is set to initiate a plantation drive along its state highways in accordance with Centre's National Green Highways mission. 1% of the cost of highway development projects has been reserved for planting of saplings, said an official. The initiative will help reduce the impact of air pollution and prevent the glare from headlights of vehicles, he added. 229). Maharashtra state government has activated additional 75 WiFi hotspots in mumbai which makes the count to ______ www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL a) 525 b) 565 c) 585 d) 510 e) 555 Answer: c) Explanation: Days after Maharashtra CM Devendra Fadnavis activated 510 WiFi hotspots in Mumbai, the state government has activated 75 more hotspots to achieve its target of 1,200 hotspots by May 1. The government has started placing signboards at WiFi locations to help people identify them. Earlier, Fadnavis had announced that Mumbai WiFi is the largest public WiFi service in the country. 230). Which country has declared that to introduce biometric recognition instead of passports at its international airports for identification ? a) Canada b) UK c) Russia d) Australia e) Germany Answer: d) Explanation: Australia has announced to replace passports with biometric recognition of passengers' faces, irises or fingerprints as the means of identification at its international airports. The intention was that international passengers could "literally just walk out like at a domestic airport", an official said. Notably, the government aims at automating 90% of air traveller processing by 2020. 231). Malaysia Masters Grand Prix Gold tournament 2017 won by _______ . a) P V Sindhu b) Aparna Popat c) Jwala Gutta d) Carolina Marin e) Saina Nehwal Answer: e) Explanation: Top seed Saina Nehwal beat Thailand's Pornpawee Chochuwong 22-20 22-20 to win the Malaysia Masters Grand Prix Gold tournament on Sunday. This is Saina's first title since June 2016, when she won the Australian Open. Saina, who had undergone surgery for a knee injury after her Rio Olympics exit, had said the injury was "maybe the end" of her career. 232). Singapore's first satellite _______ , which claimed to stay in orbit for twice as long as similar satellites a) Cartosat-2C b) AOBA VELOX-III c) WASEDA-SAT3 d) STARONE D1 e) ECHOSTAR 19 Answer: b) www.ibpsguide.com
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Explanation: Singapore's first satellite which was launched from the International Space Station (ISS), AOBA VELOX-III, is claimed to stay in orbit for twice as long as similar satellites. A new thruster technology will keep the 110-metre habitable satellite at an orbiting speed of 27,000 kilometres per hour for up to six months, double the three-month lifespan of such satellites. 233). The Indian postal department released a special stamp cover featuring Olympic medalists, the special cover is titled as ____________ a) Golden girls of India - Pride of Nation b) Nation's Pride - Girls Honour c) Gem of Nation - Gem of Girls d) Our Nation - Our Pride e) None of these Answer: a) Explanation: The Indian postal department released a special stamp cover featuring Olympic medalists PV Sindhu and Sakshi Malik, and gymnast Dipa Karmakar, in Agartala on Saturday. The special cover is titled "Golden girls of India - Pride of Nation". One of the images on the cover also features Dipa's coach Bishweshwar Nandi, who was awarded the Dronacharya award. 234). _____ company has emerged as the most innovative company for 2016 according to Boston Consulting Group’s annual list. a) Microsoft b) Google c) Cisco d) Apple e) Infosys Answer: d) Explanation: Technology giant Apple has emerged as the most innovative company for 2016, according to Boston Consulting Group’s annual list which ranks world’s 50 most innovative firms. Google was ranked second, followed by electric carmaker Tesla on the list. Further, ride-hailing service Uber and home rental platform Airbnb were among the firms included in the list for the first time. 235). _______ bank has recently accepted to pay $5 million in compensation to customers who were charged "unreasonable" fees a) BNP Paribas b) Barclays c) HSBC Bank d) RBL Bank e) DBS Bank Answer: c) Explanation: Financial services major HSBC has agreed to pay around $5 million (Rs.34 crore) in compensation to customers who were charged "unreasonable" fees for debt collection after falling www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL behind on repayments. The money will be shared between 6,700 people who held credit cards with HSBC. The announcement marks the victory of a whistleblower who has won a 13-year campaign against HSBC. 236). Airports Authority of India has got approval from central government on transfer of _____ acres . a) 12.07 b) 11.35 c) 10.74 d) 11.58 e) 11.79 Answer: b) Explanation: The Union Cabinet has given its approval to transfer 11.35 acres of land to Airports Authority of India, AAI by way of exchanging equivalent land of AAI at Anisabad in Patna. The proposed land at Patna Airport will be used for expansion of the airport and construction of new terminal building along-with other associated infrastructures. The State Government has also agreed in principle for transfer of the land. 237). Which International Airport tops to become the world's busiest airport for international passengers in 2016. a) Japan b) Beijing c) London d) Los Angeles e) Dubai Answer: e) Explanation: : Dubai International Airport remained the world's busiest airport for international passengers in 2016, with annual traffic rising 7.2% to 8.36 crore passengers during the year. The airport attributed the passenger growth to the addition of 11 new destinations by local airlines in the year. Dubai overtook London's Heathrow in 2014 to become the world's busiest airport for international traffic. 238). Jallikattu Bill which is passed recently in ________ state government assembly . a) Karnataka b) Assam c) Tamil Nadu d) Arunachal Pradesh e) Uttarakhand Answer: c) Explanation: The ruling AIADMK party in Tamil Nadu on Monday announced that a bill to replace the ordinance lifting the Supreme Court-ordered ban on the traditional bull-taming sport, Jallikattu, was passed in the state assembly unanimously. The Jallikattu Bill, which was tabled in the House by Chief Minister O Panneerselvam, aims to permanently protect the bulltaming festival from legal challenges. www.ibpsguide.com
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239). Which city in UK has got warning on very high air pollution ? a) Liverpool b) Bristol c) Manchester d) London e) Bradford Answer: d) Explanation: In UK, a very high air pollution warning has been issued for London for the first time under a new alert system. Warnings are being issued at bus stops, roadside signs and Tube stations under the new system set up by London Mayor Sadiq Khan. The rise has been attributed to cold, calm and settled weather, meaning winds are not dispersing local pollutants. A spike in pollution on Sunday was the highest level recorded since April 2011. 240). The first ever Hugo Chavez Prize for Peace and Sovereignty is awarded by Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro to __________ ? a) Bujar Nishani b) Vladimir Putin c) Rumen Radev d) shinzo abe e) António Guterres Answer: b) Explanation: Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro has awarded the first ever Hugo Chavez Prize for Peace and Sovereignty to Russian President Vladimir Putin. The award, that honours Venezuela's former President Hugo Chavez, recognised "Putin as a great leader of peace". Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro had earlier called Putin a "fighter for peace" and said he will be given the first award. 241). The Foreign Secretary whose working period got extended for one year is ________ . a) Pradeep Kumar Sinha b) Viral Acharya c) HL Dattu d) S Jaishankar e) Shaktikanta Das Answer: d) Explanation: Foreign Secretary S Jaishankar, whose term was to end on January 28, has been given a oneyear extension in office. Jaishankar, a 1977-batch Indian Foreign Service officer, was appointed in 2015, after the then Foreign Secretary Sujatha Singh was asked to resign. He has been a former ambassador to the US and China, and also a high commissioner to Singapore. 242). International snooker player who created record by winning Masters title for the seventh time ? a) Ronnie O'Sullivan b) Stephen Hendry c) John Higgins www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL d) Ding Junhui e) Mark Selby Answer: a) Explanation: British snooker professional Ronnie O'Sullivan sealed a world record seventh Masters title after registering a comeback victory over compatriot Joe Perry in London on Sunday. O'Sullivan has now surpassed Stephen Hendry's tally of six Masters trophies. "When I was younger I was just happy to win one, so to win seven, someone up there is looking after me", said O'Sullivan. 243). ________ has been appointed as the Director of United States CIA a) Steven Mnuchin b) Mike Pompeo c) Andrew Puzder d) Mike Pence e) Tim Geithner Answer: b) Explanation: In United States, Senate has confirmed Mike Pompeo to lead the CIA as Director. Representative Mike Pompeo of Kansas was lauded by President Donald Trump during Trump's speech at CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia on Saturday. 244). January 24th is celebrated as _________ a) World Hindi Day b) National Army Day c) National Voter's Day d) National Youth Day e) National Girl Child Day Answer: e) Explanation: The government had, in 2008, declared 24th January each year to be observed as the National Girl Child Day. The objective is to raise the consciousness of society towards the girl child so that she can be valued and respected. In the national capital, a special function has been organised by the Women and Child Development Ministry to mark the occasion. 245). In order to develop telecom infrastructure in North East region central government planned to invest ______ crore. a) 4,200 b) 4,750 c) 5,370 d) 5,500 e) 5,700 Answer: d) Explanation: The Centre will invest 5,500 crore rupees in North East in telecom infrastructure in the next two years. Talking to newspersons in Guwahati this evening,Telecom Secretary J S Deepak said that much thrust has been given to improve the telecom scenario in North East. He said that by the end of next year all Gram Panchayat of the country will be connected www.ibpsguide.com
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through optical fibre network. Mr.Deepak further said that North East is likely to achieve it ahead of other states. 246). Uber has recently planed to launch standalone ______ app in india. a) UberEAT b) UberSHARE c) UberBIKE d) UberAUTO e) UberDELIVERY Answer: a) Explanation: Uber on Monday announced that it will soon be launching its standalone food delivery app UberEATs in India. Uber will partner with local restaurants to list their menu on the app and will have registered couriers to deliver the food. Uber first tested its food delivery service in 2014 in Los Angeles, and currently runs it in 58 cities worldwide. 247). US-based astronomer ___________ has created a periodic table which links elements in our solar system with their origin a) Stephen Alex b) Giovanni Cassini c) Jennifer Johnson d) John-Murrell e) David Grimm Answer: c) Explanation: US-based astronomer Jennifer Johnson has created a periodic table which links elements in our solar system with their origin. It categorises the sources of elements under six physical processes of the universe, including the 'Big Bang fusion' and 'cosmic ray fission'. For instance, oxygen originated from supernovae and is listed under 'exploding massive stars' category. 248). The Economic Affairs Secretary Shaktikanta Das term got extended up to _____ ? a) 1st October b) 31st December c) c)1st June d) 31st March e) 31st May Answer: e) Explanation: The government has extended the tenure of Economic Affairs Secretary Shaktikanta Das by three months till 31st of May. Appointment Committee of Cabinet has approved the proposal for extension in service in respect of Mr Das, with effect from 1st of March 2017. 249). Yoky Matsuoka is rehired as the Chief Technology Officer of _______ company a) Apple b) Google c) Intel d) Alphabet www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL e) IBM Answer: d) Explanation: Google's parent firm Alphabet has rehired Yoky Matsuoka as the Chief Technology Officer of its smart home brand Nest after her 7-month stint at Apple. Matsuoka had joined Apple in May 2016 to work on the company's health initiatives. Matsuoka also Co-founded Google X, the Alphabet research lab that produced Google's self-driving car and Google Glass. 250). Which Police has started using a mobile application to map the real-time locations of patrolling teams from police stations on an experimental basis. a) Delhi b) Pune c) Lucknow d) Bhopal e) Indore Answer: b) Explanation: The Pune Police has started using a mobile application to map the real-time locations of patrolling teams from police stations on an experimental basis. The app, called Beat Marshall Monitoring Mobile App, will be installed on cell phones of patrolling cops. The app would make the dispatch of patrolling parties easier in times of emergency. 251). Kevin Scott is recently appointed as the Chief Technology Officer of ________ a) LinkedIn b) Ola c) Microsoft d) Oracle e) Facebook Answer: c) Explanation: : American technology major Microsoft has reinstated the role of Chief Technology Officer for the first time in 17 years and appointed LinkedIn's Senior Vice President of Infrastructure, Kevin Scott, to the position. Scott will remain a part of LinkedIn’s team in his new role, while reporting directly to CEO Satya Nadella. Prior to LinkedIn, Scott had worked at Google 252). Which bank has planned to close its 117 branches in UK due to customers increasingly conducting banking through Internet and mobile phones. a) Lloyds Banking Group b) Standard Chartered c) Harrods Bank d) HSBC Bank e) Barclays Bank Answer: d) Explanation: Banking major HSBC has said it plans to close 117 branches and 380 roles in UK this year due to customers increasingly conducting banking through www.ibpsguide.com
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Internet and mobile phones. HSBC said the number of customers using branches has fallen by 40% over last five years. Notably, 200 of the cut jobs will be transferred to India and China, among others. 253).In the 1st half of 2016 India and ______ had bilateral trade around 17 billion US dollar. a) USA b) Russia c) Brazil d) UAE e) Kenya Answer: d) Explanation: Bilateral trade between the UAE and India accounted for US$ 17 billion during the first half of 2016. The two countries are aspiring to increasing trade by 60 percent to US$ 100 billion, reaching US$ 368 billion by 2020. UAE's imports from India rose to US$ 11 billion in the first half of 2016, while non-oil exports to India reached 6 billion during the same period. 254).The Chief Ministers' panel on digital payments has recently decide to charge tax for banking cash transaction of _________ and above. a) Rs.25,000 b) Rs.1,00,000 c) Rs.75,000 d) Rs.80,000 e) Rs.50,000 Answer: e) Explanation: The Chief Ministers' panel on digital payments on Tuesday recommended levying a banking cash transaction tax on transactions of Rs.50,000 and above. The panel also recommended the abolition of merchant discount rate to make digital payments cheaper than cash. The panel's other recommendations include tax incentives for micro ATMs, biometric sensors and tax refund for consumers using digital payment 255). January 25th is celebrated as ______ ? a) World Hindi Day b) National Army Day c) National Voter's Day d) National Youth Day e) National Girl Child Day Answer: c) Explanation: 25th January is celebrated as National Voters' Day throughout India every year. The date was declared as the National Voters' Day in the year 2011 as the Election Commission of India was founded on 25 January 1950. The day aims at increasing the enrolment of voters, especially encourage participation of newly eligible young voters and ensure universal adult franchise
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL 256). The missile which recently passed in second test at Integrated Test Range at the APJ Abdul Kalam island off the Odisha coast a) Pinaka b) Akash c) Agni-V d) Prithvi e) BrahMos - II Answer: a) Explanation: The second successful test of the Guided Pinaka rocket was conducted on Tuesday from the Integrated Test Range at the APJ Abdul Kalam island off the Odisha coast. The range of this rocket was increased from 40 km to 70 km and it also has an improved accuracy of 500 m. Pinaka's first test flight was conducted on January 12 257). ________ country has planned to provide insurance cover to workers form their country to India and double the insurance cover for those going to other work destinations. a) Singapore b) Sri lanka c) Bhutan d) Nepal e) Myanmar Answer: d) Explanation: Nepal government has announced a plan to provide insurance cover to Nepalese workers going to India and double the insurance cover for those going to other work destinations. Unveiling the scheme in Kathmandu yesterday, Prime Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal said the plan is aimed at providing better social security to migrant workers, more importantly to the families of those killed and injured in their work destinations. The decision will benefit around 5 million Nepalese working in more than 110 work destinations recognised by the government. 258). __________ a football player from Mizoram of 15yr age, chosen to train at Germany's top division football league, Bundesliga, for six years. a) Lalchungnunga b) Akilesh Anandh c) Y.B. Sarangi d) Somesh Jhar e) Bishwanath Ghosh Answer: a) Explanation: Lalchungnunga, a 15-year-old football player from Mizoram, has been chosen to train at Germany's top division football league, Bundesliga, for six years. Nicknamed 'Mizo Messi', the boy was scouted at a Tata Trust football academy, which has a memorandum of understanding with the state government to promote talent. The boy is one of eight kids born to a daily wager. www.ibpsguide.com
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259). 14 agreements in various areas were signed between India and _______ a) Russia b) UAE c) Brazil d) France e) Kenya Answer: b) Explanation: India and the UAE today inked 14 agreements in various areas including in defence, maritime transport, comprehensive strategic partnership, shipping, agriculture and allied sector, trade, oil storage and management, energy efficiency, road transport and highways and prevention and combating human trafficking The agreements were signed after delegation level talks between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and visiting Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed Al Nahyan at Hyderabad House in New Delhi. 260). International coffee chain Starbucks has nominated ______ as its Board of Directors a) Shantanu Narayen b) Sundar Pichai c) Larry Ellison d) Satya Nadella e) Jeff Bezos Answer: d) Explanation: International coffee chain Starbucks has nominated Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella to its Board of Directors along with Lego Executive Chairman Jørgen Vig Knudstorp and Walmart-owned Sam's Club CEO Rosalind Brewer. Hyderabad-born Nadella was named as a prospective member of Starbucks' Board for his "understanding of how technology will be used and experienced around the world." 261). _______ country has launched its first military communications satellite to quadruple the broadband capacity of the country's self defence forces. a) China b) Japan c) Russia d) Ukraine e) South Africa Answer: b) Explanation: Japan on Tuesday launched its first military communications satellite to quadruple the broadband capacity of the country's self defence forces and allow communications across a larger part of the territory. This comes amid concerns over increased Chinese military activity in the East China Sea while Japan and China remain locked in a territorial dispute over a group of uninhabited islands. 262). _________ recently joined Google as Head of Editorial, Google Cloud . a) Paul Hume www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL b) Ruth Almog c) Quentin Hardy d) R. Edward Gosnell e) George Barkin Answer: c) Explanation: Quentin Hardy, Deputy Technology Editor at New York Times has announced that he is joining Google as Head of Editorial, Google Cloud. "AI will remake the world on a scale of electricity...I'm looking forward to seeing it firsthand," he said. Hardy worked with NYT for more than five years and has previously worked with the Wall Street Journal and Forbes. 263). The shorter version of National Anthem last for time of ________ a) 25 sec b) 40 sec c) 10 sec d) 20 sec e) 35 sec Answer: d) Explanation: While the formal rendition of 'Jana Gana Mana', which is written in Bengali Sanskrit, takes 52 seconds, a shorter version takes approximately 20 seconds. The shorter version includes the first and last lines of the National Anthem and is played on certain occasions. Composed by Rabindranath Tagore, 'Jana Gana Mana' was officially declared India's National Anthem on January 24,1950 264). The new app that can be used without downloading , started testing by Google is ? a) GApps b) GoApps c) Instant Apps d) DefaultApps e) IntraApps Answer: c) Explanation: Google has started testing 'Instant Apps' that can be used without downloading over half a year after first announcing the feature. Apps are broken into very small packets that can run almost instantly by tapping on a URL. The limited test by Google includes apps from BuzzFeed and live video streaming startup Periscope. 265). The traders organisations of ______ state has decided not to sell drinks made by multinational companies including Coca-Cola and PepsiCo from March 1 a) Maharashtra b) Tamil Nadu c) Bihar d) Gujarat e) Karnataka Answer: b) Explanation: In an attempt to push Indian brands, several Tamil Nadu traders organisations have asked www.ibpsguide.com
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their members to stop selling soft drinks made by multinational companies including Coca-Cola and PepsiCo from March 1, reports said. We cannot ban these products, so we will educate the traders in February regarding the "evils" of these foreign brands, a trade association head said. 266). World's longest moving line of bicycles 1,186 cyclists set the Guinness World Record for the longest line of moving bicycles in ________ a) China b) Germany c) France d) Bangladesh e) Singapore Answer: d) Explanation: : An incredible 1,186 cyclists have set the Guinness World Record for the longest line of moving bicycles after travelling together in a single file line down a highway in Bangladesh 267). ________ state government has ordered the release of 439 prisoners on the eve of Republic Day 2017. a) Karnataka b) Maharashtra c) Gujarat d) Bihar e) Tamil nadu Answer: c) Explanation: The Gujarat government has ordered the release of 439 prisoners, over half of them serving life sentences, on humanitarian grounds, an official press release said on the eve of Republic Day. Among these, 243 convicts, including 21 women, had been awarded life imprisonment and have completed at least 12 years of their sentence, the release added. 268). Madhya Pradesh state government has announced a total ban on _______ from May 1. a) Liquor Sale b) Cigarette c) Diesel Vehicle d) Soft drinks e) Polythene carry bags Answer: e) Explanation: Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan today announced a total ban on polythene carry bags from May 1 across the state. "Use of polythene carry bags and their littering was affecting environment and cleanliness. Besides, cows were dying eating such bags," he said. "Three months are being given to polythene manufacturers before the ban," Chouhan added. 269). World's brightest light source facility is planned to build in ______ a) Beijing, China b) Seattle, USA www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL c) Lisbon, Portugal d) Copenhagen, Denmark e) Auckland, New Zealand Answer: a) Explanation: China is planning to build the world's brightest light source facility in Beijing, the China Daily reported. Expected to start in 2018, the project will effectively be a next-generation synchrotron radiation facility and will create the brightest X-rays worldwide. The facility, dubbed Beijing Light Source, will cost $698 million (Rs4,760 crore) and is estimated to be completed in six years. 270). The man who won Padma Shri for planting over one crore saplings spanning over the last five decades ? a) Akilesh Anandh b) Somesh Jha c) Daripalli Ramaiah d) Lalchungnunga e) Bishwanath Ghosh Answer: c) Explanation: Daripalli Ramaiah, who has planted over one crore saplings spanning over the last five decades, has been named in the list of Padma Shri awardees this year. Ramaiah, known as 'Chettla Ramaiah' in his home district Khammam in Telangana, moves around on his cycle with seeds in his pocket and plants them wherever he sees barren land. 271). The Napalese social activist who won padma awards ? a) Sean Fitz b) Anuradha Koirala c) Gunnar Garfors d) Maha Chakri Sirindhorn e) Lee Breslouer Answer: b) Explanation: Princess of Thailand Maha Chakri Sirindhorn and Nepalese social activist Anuradha Koirala have been named among the awardees for India's highest civilian honours, the Padma awards. While Sirindhorn will be receiving the Padma Bhushan for her contribution in the field of literature and education, Koirala will be getting the Padma Shri in the field of social work. 272). Hugo Barra former Global Vice President of Xiaomi now joined _______ to lead its virtual reality efforts. a) Marvel b) Ubisoft c) Apple d) Sony Entertainment e) Facebook Answer: e) Explanation: Chinese electronics maker Xiaomi's former Global Vice President Hugo Barra, who quit the company on January 22, is joining Facebook to lead its www.ibpsguide.com
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virtual reality efforts, including the Oculus team. "Hugo shares my belief that virtual and augmented reality will be the next major computing platform," said Facebook CEO 273). The Russian Ambassador to India who recently passed away at the age of 67? a) M.S.Gorbachev b) Muchkund Dubey c) Luo Zhaohui d) Sergey Lavrov e) Alexander Kadakin Answer: e) Explanation: Russian Ambassador to India, Alexander Kadakin passed away due to heart failure this morning. He was 67. He breathed his last at 8:50 am in New Delhi after brief illness. Mr Kadakin had contributed greatly to strengthen India-Russia relations. He had served as the Russian Ambassador to India since October 2009. 274). Havildar Hangpan Dada of the Army's Assam Regiment was posthumously awarded ________ ? a) Padma sri b) Maha Vir Chakra c) Ashok Chakra d) Kirti Chakra e) None of these Answer: c) Explanation: Havildar Hangpan Dada of the Army's Assam Regiment was posthumously awarded the Ashok Chakra, India's highest peacetime military award on the Republic Day. Dada, in May 2016, had single-handedly killed two terrorists from close quarters. Despite being injured in the ensuing gunfight, he killed another terrorist in hand-to-hand combat, and his action also led to the fourth terrorists' elimination. 275). ________ state has made a Guinness World Records for the largest individual laddu weighing 29,465 kilograms. a) Andhra Pradesh b) Telangana c) Karnataka d) Maharashtra e) Kerala Answer: a) Explanation: PVVS Mallikharjuna Rao from Andhra Pradesh has been recognised by the Guinness World Records for the largest individual laddu weighing 29,465 kilograms. The laddu, which established the record in September 2016, was made using a traditional Boondi recipe. The ingredients included ghee, refined oil, cashew nuts, sugar, almonds, cardamom and water. 276). ________ has been appointed as the new US Ambassador to the United Nations. www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL a) Steven Mnuchin b) Andrew Puzder c) Rex Tillerson. d) Nikki Haley e) James barrett Answer: d) Explanation: Indian-American and former South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley on Wednesday was sworn in as the US Ambassador to the United Nations. Haley was earlier confirmed for the position with a 964 vote in her favour by the Republican-led US Senate. The Democrats had also supported her, with one saying he was reassured by Haley's "moral clarity". 277). Which country military has participated for the first time in Republic day parade? a) Russia b) UAE c) Nepal d) Brazil e) Australia Answer: b) Explanation: In a first, a military contingent of the United Arab Emirates participated in the 68th Republic Day parade on Thursday. The 149-member contingent, led by Lieutenant Colonel Abood Musabeh Abood Musabeh Alghfeli, comprised Presidential Guard, Air Force, Navy, Army and 35 musicians. Notably, UAE's Deputy Supreme Commander Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan was the chief guest at the parade. 278). Maharashtra school education department has ordered all the schools of the state to celebrate ______ as Marathi Day. a) Jan 27th b) Feb 28th c) Mar 16th d) Feb 16th e) Feb 27th Answer: e) Explanation: : The Maharashtra school education department has asked schools to observe February 27 as 'Marathi Bhasha Gaurav Din' to pay a tribute to poet Kusumagraj, who helped develop the Marathi language. He was also a Jnanpith award winner and contributed to the cultural heritage of the state. Schools have been asked to hold book fairs and writer forums. 279). __________ airport in odisha has launched a new international cargo services a) Biju Patnaik International Airport b) Berhampur Airport c) Jeypore Airport d) Nuagaon Airport e) None of these Answer: a) www.ibpsguide.com
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Explanation: The international cargo services was launched from the Biju Patnaik International Airport at Bhubaneswar today. Chief secretary Aditya Prasad Padhi inaugurated the event. Briefing media Padhi said with this facility now from the Odisha capital, exporters of the State will be able to reach and tap markets in Middle East, Far East and European countries where demands for items like seafood, agro, handloom, handicrafts and spice exist. 280). Russia's _________ who is the ambassador to India recently passed away . a) Georgy Zarubin b) Yuli Vorontsov c) Anatoly Dobrynin d) Alexander Kadakin e) Andrey Karlov Answer: d) Explanation: Russia's ambassador to India Alexander Kadakin passed away on Thursday in New Delhi after a brief illness, the Indian External Affairs Ministry has said. Kadakin, one of the longest serving diplomats in India, was appointed to the post in 2009. Indian PM Narendra Modi condoled Kadakin's demise and tweeted, "Deeply saddened at the passing away of Ambassador Alexander Kadakin". 281). Meghalaya Governor who recently stepped down? a) V Shanmuganathan b) Padmanabha Acharya c) Anil Baijal d) Keshari Nath Tripathi e) Tathagata Roy Answer: a) Explanation: Amid allegations of molesting a job aspirant, Meghalaya Governor V Shanmuganathan resigned from his post on Thursday, reports said. This comes after some Raj Bhavan employees reportedly wrote a letter to PM Narendra Modi alleging that the Governor has "seriously compromised" the dignity of the office. The letter also alleged that Raj Bhavan has become a 'young ladies' club'. 282). Mauni Amawasya most auspicious bathing ceremony celebrated in __________ a) Lucknow b) Amritsar c) Visakhapatnam d) Allahabad e) Bhubaneswar Answer: d) Explanation: In Uttar Pradesh, the most auspicious bathing of Mauni Amawasya has begun at Sangam in Allahabad amid strict security arrangements. Magh mela administration said, devotees started taking holy dip at Sangam and 18 other ghats early this morning. www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Mauni Amawasya is considered most important bathing day during the magh month. 283). India and ______ country have agreed to strengthen mechanisms for exchange of information in tax matters under the existing Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement . a) Brazil b) Morocco c) UAE d) Colombia e) Spain Answer: c) Explanation: India and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) have agreed to strengthen mechanisms for exchange of information in tax matters under the existing Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement. The nations also agreed to enhance cooperation on law enforcement, smuggling of fake currency, illegal migration, drug trafficking, money laundering, human trafficking, and other organised crimes. 284). The Green Park stadium which is located in Kanpur to be renamed after British lady ________ ? a) Madam Nicole b) Madam Green c) Madam Isabelle d) Madam Molly e) Madam Lexie Answer: b) Explanation: Kanpur's Green Park stadium, which is hosting the first T20I between India and England, is named after British lady Madam Green, who would ride horses there in the 1940s. The India-England T20I is the first-ever T20I being held at the ground, which hosted two matches of the IPL in 2016. Green Park stadium was the venue for India's 500th Test. 285). _________ Indian based team who is selected as one of five international finalists on project to land a robot on the moon that travels at least 500 metres and sends high-definition video and images back to Earth by Google Lunar XPRIZE. a) IndoLander b) RoboIndus c) RoboLander d) IndoMoon e) TeamIndus Answer: e) Explanation: Bengaluru-based 'TeamIndus' is among the five international finalists for a $20-million award (approximately Rs.136 crore) by Google Lunar XPRIZE. To win, a privately-funded team must land a robot on the moon that travels at least 500 metres and sends high-definition video and images back to Earth. TeamIndus has taken a contract from ISRO to launch its unmanned spacecraft. www.ibpsguide.com
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286). _____ edition of the Hyderabad Literary Festival began in Hyderabad which is organised by the Hyderabad Literary Trust and Telangana government. a) 10th b) 5th c) 6th d) 7th e) 13th Answer: d) Explanation: The seventh edition of the Hyderabad Literary Festival began in the city today. The three-day festival, organised by the Hyderabad Literary Trust and Telangana government, is scheduled to include talks, panel discussions, readings, workshops, exhibitions and book launches. The festival has chosen Tamil as its 'language in focus' and Philippines as its 'Guest Nation'. 287). Jawans of the Rashtriya Rifles unit, who were a part of the team that gunned down have been awarded ______ a) Sena Medal b) Nausena Medal c) Wound Medal d) Sainya Seva Medal e) Ashok Chakra Answer: a) Explanation: Three jawans of the Rashtriya Rifles unit, who were a part of the team that gunned down Hizbul Mujahideen commander Burhan Wani in July last year, have been awarded the Sena Medal. The killing of Wani, who carried a bounty of Rs.10 lakh on his head, had prompted violent protests and curfews across the Kashmir Valley. 288). Indian car manufacturer Maruti Suzuki India posted a net raise in profit of ______ a) 52.7% b) 35.2% c) 47.5% d) 29.3% e) 61.1% Answer: c) Explanation: India's largest car manufacturer Maruti Suzuki India posted a 47.5% rise in net profit to Rs.1,745 crore for the December quarter, against the year ago period. The growth was attributed to an increase in the share of the company’s higher segment models, including Baleno and Brezza. This also came as average car prices in India went up. 289). Brahmaputra Literary festival event takes place for 3 days in ________ a) Goalpara b) Guwahati c) Dibrugarh d) Tezpur e) Agarthala www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Answer: b) Explanation: In Assam, the three-day long Brahmaputra Literary festival will begin in Guwahati. Human Resource Development minister Prakash Javadekar will inaugurate the festival in presence of Chief Minister Sarbanand Sonowal and others. The festival is being organized by National Book Trust and state government. Authors from ten countries will take part in the festival.Mr.Javadekar will also inaugurate a colourful carnival tomorrow morning to mark the festival.Seminars ,discussions ,film show,book fair,music concert will be held as a part of the festival. 290). ISRO has successfully ground tested the Cryogenic Upper Stage engine meant for the rocket a) PSLV b) GSLV-F05 c) GSLV Mk-III d) PSLV-C34 e) ASLV Answer: c) Explanation: : Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has successfully ground tested the Cryogenic Upper Stage engine meant for the rocket GSLV-MarkIII. In a release, the space agency has said the indegenously developed engine, designated as C25, was tested for a duration of 50 seconds in its Propulsion Complex at Mahendragiri in southern Tamil Nadu, demonstrating all the stage operations. 291). _______ has been appointed as the chairman of the reconstituted Target Olympic Podium (TOP) committee a) Abhinav Bindra b) PT Usha c) Anju bobby george d) rajyavardhan rathore e) Leander Paes 292). Hollywood actor who played Mr Ollivander, the wandmaker in the first and final two 'Harry Potter' films, passed away recently ? a) Alan Rickman b) Robbie Coltrane c) Richard Griffiths d) John Hurt e) Michael Gambon Answer: d) Explanation: Actor John Hurt, who played Mr Ollivander, the wandmaker in the first and final two 'Harry Potter' films, passed away on Friday at the age of 77. He beat pancreatic cancer in 2015 but continued to suffer from health problems. The two-time Oscar nominated actor was known for starring in the 1980 film 'The Elephant Man'. 293). _______ country has announced an order banning visitors from Syria and six other Muslim-majority countries for the period of 90 days. www.ibpsguide.com
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a) Russia b) Australia c) USA d) UK e) India Answer: c) Explanation: US President Donald Trump today signed an executive order banning visitors from Syria and six other Muslim-majority countries for three months. He put a four-month hold on allowing refugees into the US and said persecuted Christians would be prioritised over other refugees. "I'm establishing new vetting measures to keep radical Islamic terrorists out... Don't want them here," he said. 294). The ___ edition of Kerala Science Congress has begun at Thiruvalla in Pathanamthitta district . a) 29th b) 27th c) 32nd d) 28th e) 30th Answer: a) Explanation: The 29th Kerala Science Congress has begun at Thiruvalla in Pathanamthitta district. Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan today inaugurated the threeday event. The event is jointly organised by the Kerala State Council for Science, Technology and Environment and the Kerala Forest Research Institute,‘Ecology and and Environment’ is the theme of this year's Science Congress. 295). In which state for the first time women voters to get pink teddy bears in the upcoming Assembly polls a) Uttar Pradesh b) Goa c) Assam d) Punjab e) Manipur Answer: b) Explanation: The first time women voters in Goa will be given pink teddy bears in the upcoming Assembly polls, aiming to boost their participation in the democratic exercise. Further, there will be at least 40 pink polling booths in Goa with pink-coloured decoration and only women election workers and officers. Notably, Goa has more women voters than their men counterparts. 296). Data Privacy Day is celebrated worldwide on ______ a) 26th Jan b) 30th Jan c) 13th Jan d) 17th Jan e) 28th Jan Answer: e) www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Explanation: Data Privacy Day (known in Europe as Data Protection Day) is an international holiday that occurs every 28 January. The purpose of Data Privacy Day is to raise awareness and promote privacy and data protection best practices. It is currently observed in the United States, Canada, India and 47 European countries. 297). _______ has joined hands with IIT Madras and IIS Bengaluru to help them procure specified equipment. a) Ministry of Water Resources b) Central Ground Water Board c) Central Water Commission d) Water Resources Management e) National Water Board Answer: c) Explanation: Central Water Commission has joined hands with IIT Madras and IIS Bengaluru to help them procure specified equipment and software for enhancing their capability to support its dam rehabilitation efforts. 298). President Pranab Mukherjee appointed _______ new Governor of Assam a) Kaptan Singh Solanki b) Banwarilal Purohit c) Draupadi Murmu d) Najma Heptulla e) Nirbhay Sharma Answer: b) Explanation: President Pranab Mukherjee on Friday appointed Assam Governor Banwarilal Purohit, as the new Governor of Meghalaya. This comes a day after V Shanmuganathan resigned as Governor of Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh following allegations that he molested a job aspirant. President Mukherjee also appointed Nagaland Governor PB Acharya, to discharge functions as the Governor of Arunachal Pradesh. 299). _______ has won the 2017 Australian Open women's single title , which is 23rd grand slam title of the player. a) Venus Williams b) Angelique Kerber c) Petra Kvitová d) Serena Williams e) Ana Ivanović Answer: d) Explanation: Serena Williams pushed sentiments aside in an emotion-charged 6-4, 6-4 defeat of sister Venus to win the Australian Open on Saturday and a record 23rd Grand Slam title in the professional era. Tortured by nerves in a tense family affair, Serena had to produce some of her best tennis to overcome Venus who won the crowd at Rod Laver Arena by scrapping hard to the end. www.ibpsguide.com
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300). Indian Meteorological Department, IMD has decided to set up weather stations in ____ districts of the country a) 666 b) 735 c) 590 d) 660 e) 642 Answer: d) Explanation: The Indian Meteorological Department, IMD has decided to set up weather stations in 660 districts of the country. Giving this information the Director general of IMD K J Ramesh said, this plan will be further taken up to the blocks level. He said, the plan envisages to cover 660 districts by 2019. 301). National Immunization Day 2017 is celebrated on _____ ? a) 25th Jan b) 29th Jan c) 31st Jan d) 17th Jan e) 21st Jan Answer: b) Explanation: : In an effort to maintain the country's 'polio-free' status, President Pranab Mukherjee launched the pulse polio programme for 2017 on Saturday by administering polio drops to children aged below five years at the Rashtrapati Bhavan. Health minister J P Nadda and Ministers of State for Health Anupriya Patel and Faggan Singh Kulaste were present during the event. 302). _______ beach in India received prohibitory orders under Section 144 until February 12. a) Gokarna b) Ganpatipule c) Marina d) Marari e) Kovalam Answer: c) Explanation: Chennai Police on Saturday imposed prohibitory orders under Section 144 of CrPC on the Marina Beach until February 12, reports said. The order prohibits assemblies, demonstrations and meetings, however, it does not apply to families, reports said. This comes after thousands of people gathered at the Marina Beach in support of the traditional bull-taming sport, Jallikattu. 303). North East Film Festival held at _____ on 29th January. a) Pune b) Kolkata c) Mumbai d) Patna e) Hyderabad Answer: a) www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL Explanation: I&B Ministry Secretary Ajay Mittal on Saturday inaugurated North East Film Festival 'Fragrances from the North East' at National Film Archive of India in Pune, Maharashtra. The objective of the film festival is to sensitise people from other regions to the culture of the North East as envisaged in the Centre's "Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat" programme, an official release said. 304). Which airline has launched a special charter service allowing passengers to fly with their pet dogs in the main cabin. a) Emirates Airline b) Asiana Airlines c) Jet Airways d) Japan Airlines e) Frontier Airlines Answer: d) Explanation: Japan Airlines has launched a special charter service allowing passengers to fly with their pet dogs in the main cabin. The three-day 'wan wan jet' package tour costs ¥150,000 (nearly Rs.89,000) and includes sightseeing and hotel accommodation for passengers and their pets. Japan Airlines said the first flight was sold out within an hour. 305). The metal found by scientist that conducts electricity but not heat is ______ ? a) Zinc Promethium b) Vanadium dioxide c) Chromium oxide d) Germanium Fluorine e) Niobium Iron Answer: b) Explanation: US-based scientists have found that metal vanadium dioxide (VO2) can conduct electricity without conducting heat. The material's conductivity can also be fine-tuned by mixing it with other materials. The team found that the thermal conductivity attributed to its electrons is ten times smaller than what would be expected. The find could help convert waste heat from appliances into electricity. 306). 2017 Australian open mixed title won by ______ pair by defeating : Sania Mirza- Ivan Dodig pair. a) Edgar Moon - Daphne Cozens b) Abe Kay- May Blick c) Allan Stone - Margaret Court d) Andy Ram - Nathalie Dechy e) Abigail Spears - Juan Sebastian Cabal Answer: e) Explanation: Sania Mirza failed to win her seventh Grand Slam title as she and her Croatian partner Ivan Dodig lost the Australian Open mixed doubles final to the unseeded American-Colombian duo of Abigail Spears and Juan Sebastian Cabal in straight sets. This is www.ibpsguide.com
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the second time Sania and Dodig finished second in a Grand Slam, after losing the 2016 French Open. 307). Which institute has been ranked the world's fourth largest producer of billion-dollar startups, according to a study by UK-based accounting company Sage ? a) University of Delhi b) University of Calcutta c) Birla Institute of Technology and Science d) Indian Institute of Technology e) Nagaland University Answer: d) Explanation: Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) have been ranked the world's fourth largest producer of billion-dollar startups, according to a study by UKbased accounting company Sage. IIT alumnus accounts for 12 billion-dollar startups including Flipkart, Snapdeal, ShopClues, Zomato and Ola. Stanford University topped the list with 51, followed by Harvard University and The University of California. 308). Which E-commerce company has expanded its grocery and household items delivery service to 14 Indian cities additionally ? a) Flipkart b) Snap deal c) Amazon d) Ebay e) ShopClues Answer: c) Explanation: E-commerce major Amazon has expanded its grocery and household items delivery service called 'Amazon Pantry' to 14 Indian cities including Delhi, Bengaluru, Mumbai and Pune. Until now, the service was only available in Hyderabad where it was launched as a pilot in July last year. Amazon said it will expand the service to more cities in the coming months. 309). _________ is a famous personality, who got advance payment for his memoir a) Barack Obama b) Usain bolt c) Lionel Messi d) Michael Phelps e) Fidel Castro Answer: a) Explanation: Former US President Barack Obama could get around a $20-million (Rs.136 crore) advance payment for his memoir, which will be more than any other president, according to literary agency ICM Partners. It also said Michelle Obama could sell the most valuable first lady memoir in history. Notably, Bill Clinton got $15 million, a presidential record, for his autobiography 'My Life'. 310). ________ regional service station of All India Radio has recently celebrated golden jubilee year. www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL a) Ahmedabad b) Nagercoil c) Najibabad d) Shillong e) Agartala Answer: e) Explanation: Today, All India Radio, Agartala is celebrating golden jubilee year. The Governor of Tripura, Tathagata Roy inaugurated the golden jubilee function at Akashvani Agartala Complex this morning. The Facebook and Twitter Account of Regional News Unit of AIR Agartala was also inaugurated by the Governor today. Addressing the gathering, on this occasion, Mr. Roy said that in the era of professionalism, the role of All India Radio has become 311). Which telecom company has recently planned to merge with Idea Cellular company ? a) Aircel b) RCom c) Vodafone India d) MTS India e) Airtel India Answer: c) Explanation: : Telecom major Vodafone on Monday confirmed that it is in discussions with Aditya Birla group's telecom arm Idea Cellular for a merger. The new entity could generate revenues of over Rs.80,000 crore. The merger would create India’s largest telecom company both in terms of revenues and subscribers, taking on market leader Bharti Airtel as well as new entrant Reliance Jio. 312). ______ has been recently crowned as the 65th Miss Universe a) Iris Mittenaere b) Paulina Vega c) Riyo Mori d) Flora Coquerel e) Malika Ménard Answer: a) Explanation: France's dental surgery student Iris Mittenaere was crowned the 65th Miss Universe today in the Philippines. The 24-year-old is only the second Miss Universe winner from France and the first since 1953. Haiti's Raquel Pelissier was the first runner-up while Colombia's Andrea Tovar came third. India was represented by Bengaluru's Roshmitha Harimurthy, who was eliminated in the preliminary round. 313). WWE has gifted a customised championship belt to a tennis player ______? a) Andre Agassi b) Steffi Graf c) Serena Williams d) Roger Federer e) John McEnroe Answer: c) www.ibpsguide.com
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Explanation: WWE has gifted tennis player Serena Williams a customised championship belt, after she won her 23rd Grand Slam title, the Australian Open women's singles, on Saturday. Former wrestler Triple H tweeted a picture of the belt, which has the names of the four Grand Slam tournaments, the 35-year-old tennis player's name, as well as the title "23-Time Grand Slam Champion". 314). __________ has been newly appointed as the commissioner of Delhi police. a) Bhim Sain Bassi b) Amulya Patnaik c) Satyapal Singh d) Ahmad Javed e) Alok Kumar Verma Answer: b) Explanation: Government has appointed Amulya Patnaik as commissioner of Delhi police. Patnaik, a 1985 batch IPS officer from Union Territories cadre, will replace Alok Verma, who has been named as the director of CBI. Patnaik hails from Odisha and is currently posted as Delhi police special commissioner (administration). He has also served as joint commissioner (operations) in Delhi police. 315). Roger Federer won 2017 Australian open men's single title, which is his ___ Grand Slam title. a) 18th b) 11th c) 16th d) 20th e) 23rd Answer: a) Explanation: Swiss tennis player Roger Federer defeated Spain's Rafael Nadal in five sets in the Australian Open men's singles final on Sunday, to win a record 18th Grand Slam title. This was the duo's 12th Slam encounter, with Nadal winning nine of the matches. Their last meeting in a Slam final was the 2011 French Open where Nadal won. 316). Transport Ministry has announced new road projects for Assam, worth ______ crore, to be constructed over the next five years at the cost a) Rs.75,000 b) Rs.56,000 c) Rs.77,000 d) Rs.63,000 e) Rs.65,000 Answer: e) Explanation: Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari on Sunday announced new road projects for Assam, to be constructed over the next five years at the cost Rs.65,000 crore. Gadkari, while inaugurating a bridge over the Brahmaputra, told CM Sarbananda Sonowal, "There will be no dearth of funds. You will be tired www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL asking for funds, but I will not get tired giving you funds." 317). ________ Indian actress who is listed in '150 Most Fashionable Women Now' list by fashion magazine Harper's Bazaar. a) Aishwarya Rai b) Katrina Kaif c) Priyanka Chopra d) Anushka Sharma e) Deepika Padukone Answer: c) Explanation: Priyanka Chopra has featured in the '150 Most Fashionable Women Now' list by fashion magazine Harper's Bazaar. She has been listed under the category 'The New Guard'. "Thank you for including me as one of your 150 Most Fashionable Women, among such an extraordinary group!," tweeted Priyanka. Angelina Jolie, Emilia Clarke and Margot Robbie have also featured in the list. 318). A museum which has showcase multiple sports personalities gears opened up in _______ a) New Delhi b) Kolkata c) Pune d) Mumbai e) Raipur Answer: b) Explanation: A multi-sports museum showcasing Lionel Messi's boots, Usain Bolt's boots and Sachin Tendulkar's gloves among other memorabilia, was inaugurated by sportspersons such as Tendulkar, Sourav Ganguly and Abhinav Bindra in Kolkata on Sunday. Other memorabilia displayed include Didier Drogba's 2012 Champions League-winning Chelsea shirt, a chess board signed by Viswanathan Anand and Pelé's Brazil shirt. 319). ________ State tableau has awarded with best among the 17 state tableaux that took part in this year's Republic Day parade . a) Arunachal Pradesh b) Himachal Pradesh c) Assam d) Odisha e) Kerala Answer: a) Explanation: The Arunachal Pradesh tableau has bagged the first position among the 17 state tableaux that took part in this year's Republic Day parade. The tableau had depicted the Yak Dance, a popular pantomime of the Mahayana sect of Buddhist Tribes in the state. Tripura's tableau got the second place while the Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu tableaux were both adjudged third. 320). _________ has recently become the Business Head of MobiKwik company . www.ibpsguide.com
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a) Bipin Preet Singh b) Mrinal Sinha c) Shekhar Sharma d) Bikram Bir Singh e) Bhavish Aggarwal Answer: d) Explanation: Indian digital wallet startup MobiKwik has appointed former CRISIL executive Bikram Bir Singh as its Business Head. Singh has 15 years of experience in Business Development and Sales Management across CRISIL Ratings, Citibank and ICICI Bank. Last month, MobiKwik hired Vineet Singh, former Executive Vice President of 99acres, as its Chief Business Officer. 321). ________ has won the 2017 Syed Modi International Grand Prix Gold after beating Indonesia's Gregoria Mariska. a) Saina Nehwal b) Sung Ji-hyun c) PV Sindhu d) Ashwini Ponnappa e) Jwala Gutta Answer: c) Explanation: Indian shuttler PV Sindhu won the Syed Modi International Grand Prix Gold after beating Indonesia's Gregoria Mariska in the final on Sunday. The Rio Olympics silver medalist eased past her opponent in straight sets, 21-13, 21-14. India's Sameer Verma also won the tournament in men's singles category after defeating compatriot Sai Praneeth in straight sets, 21-19, 21-16. 322). __________ state Tourism Development Corporation has signed an MoU with MakeMyTrip to promote its homestay scheme. a) Karnataka b) Bihar c) Rajasthan d) Madhya Pradesh e) Odisha Answer: d) Explanation: The Madhya Pradesh State Tourism Development Corporation has inked an MoU with online travel portal MakeMyTrip to promote its homestay scheme. The MP homestay scheme is for owners of apartments and bungalows who can provide accommodation and meals to local and international tourists. A Public Relations Department official said, "82 people have registered themselves under the homestay scheme." 323). The word 'Islamic' is officially removed from ______ countries' name by its president . a) Gambia b) Western Sahara c) Oman d) Mauritania www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL e) Lithuania Answer: a) Explanation: : The Gambia's new President, Adama Barrow, has removed 'Islamic' from the official name of the country pledging more reforms in the West African nation, according to reports. The word 'Islamic' was added by former Gambian President Yahya Jammeh in 2015, making it the Islamic Republic of The Gambia. Notably, Muslims constitute 90% of the total Gambian population. 324). Bill on _______ Visa has been recently passed in US House of Representatives . a) DV-1 b) H-1B c) EB-3 d) B-1 e) TC and TN NAFTA Answer: b) Explanation: A legislation has been introduced in the US House of Representatives which, among other things, calls for more than doubling the minimum salary of H-1B visa holders to 130,000 dollars. The current H-1B minimum wage is 60,000 dollars. This will make it more difficult for firms to use the program to replace American employees with foreign workers, including from India. 325). Operation of pilot service by India Post Payments Bank (IPPB) started at _______ and _________ a) Raipur and Ranchi b) Nagpur and Mumbai c) Patna and Jamalpur d) Vadodara and Ahmedabad e) Surat and Rajkot Answer: a) Explanation: India Post Payments Bank (IPPB) today kicked off its operations by rolling out pilot services in Raipur and Ranchi. The bank will offer an interest rate based on the quarterly average balance of 4.5 per cent on deposits up to Rs 25,000; 5 per cent on deposits of Rs 25,000-50,000 and 5.5 per cent on Rs 50,0001,00,000, its Chief Executive Officer A P Singh said. The paid up equity of the new bank is Rs 800 crore, of which the government has already infused Rs 275 crore, he added. 326). ________ has been appointed as the new chairperson of the African Union Commission a) Youssouf Saleh Abbas b) Haroun Kabadi c) Moussa Faki Mahamat d) Bujar Nishani e) Abdelmalek Sellal Answer: c) Explanation: Chad's Moussa Faki Mahamat has been elected as the new chairperson of the African Union Commission, in a vote held at the bloc's headquarters www.ibpsguide.com
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in the Ethiopian capital, Addis Ababa yesterday. After seven rounds of voting, the Chadian Foreign Affairs Minister defeated favourites Amina Mohamed of Kenya and Senegal's Abdoulaye Bathily. Heads of State from the 54-member countries cast their vote in a private ballot. 327). National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) team has recently celebrated _________ on 31st january. a) 12th Unity day b) 12th Batch Day c) 12th Foundation Day d) d) 12th Green Day e) 12th Raising Day Answer: e) Explanation: Prime Minister Narendra Modi has greeted National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) team on their 12th Raising Day celebrations. In a tweet, Mr Modi said, NDRF's efforts in disaster response, rescue and relief are commendable. He said, NDRF is rightly focussing on strengthening systems, processes and capacity building, which help in minimizing loss of life or property. 328). _______ state government used challan method to keep off children from tobacco usage. a) Assam b) Bihar c) Uttar Pradesh d) Haryana e) Odisha Answer: d) Explanation: The Haryana government has taken the challan route to deter children from smoking or using other tobacco products. While the national average age of children at which they start using tobacco is 14, the average in Haryana is 10-12 years, said an official. The state government issued 2,302 challans in Gurugram in last eight months for violating the Tobacco Act. 329). ______ is planning to launch a mobile application next month to track the attendance of students a) Delhi University b) University of Rajasthan c) Kurukshetra University d) Shivaji University e) Jiwaji University Answer: d) Explanation: Delhi University is planning to launch a mobile application next month to track the attendance of students, according to reports. Teachers will be able to update the attendance on a regular basis and inform students about low attendance in advance. This will be a centralised app for all departments and faculty members of the Delhi University-affiliated colleges. 330). ________ city Police is using a new software, which accesses real-time data from its helpline and helps identify crime hotspots. www.sscexamguide.com
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BASE INSTITUTE – NAMAKKAL a) Mumbai b) Hyderabad c) Pune d) Delhi e) Nagpur Answer: d) Explanation: The Delhi Police is using a new software, which accesses real-time data from its helpline and helps identify crime hotspots. Police can then deploy enough policemen at these places. "In a mega city, we believe a lot of crimes are predictable and can be curbed," said an official. The software will replace manual data gathering, which happens every 15 days. 331). Which one of the following person is not the member of new BCCI administration panel which is appointed by supreme court ?
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a) Vinod Rai b) Jyoti Bajpai c) Vikram Limaye d) Diana Edulji e) Ramachandra Guha Answer: b) Explanation: Supreme Court-appointed four-member BCCI administration panel features an investment banker, a historian, an auditor and a former women's cricketer. While ex-Comptroller and Auditor General of India Vinod Rai heads the panel, Wharton School alumnus and current IDFC Bank CEO Vikram Limaye is in the committee. Historian Ramachandra Guha and former cricketer Diana Edulji are also on the panel.
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